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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: CHEMISTRY OF HEXACOORDINATE HEMOGLOBINS
A paper to be submitted to Protein Science
Navjot Singh Athwal, Xiaoguang Wang, and Mark S. Hargrove

Abstract:

The heme prosthetic group can be held into proteins in a variety of ways. Most
often amino acid side chains coordinate one or both of the two available axial
coordination sites of the heme iron. Coordination of both sites, such as in cytochrome b5,
produces a good electron transfer protein but excludes the binding of exogenous ligands.
In hemoglobins, coordination can occur at a single site (as in the “pentacoordinate”
hemoglobins associated with oxygen transport), or at both sites (as in the
“hexacoordinate” hemoglobins found in a wider distribution of organisms and functions).
Surprisingly, hexacoordination in hemoglobins is usually reversible and a variety of
exogenous ligands can bind most hexacoordinate hemoglobins. Reversible coordination
brings a variety of chemical features to hexacoordinate hemoglobins by affecting their
affinity for ligands, redox equilibrium, and the kinetics and extent of electron transfer.
These reactions are reviewed for hexa- and pentacoordinate hemoglobins with the goal of
using these characteristics for understanding potential functions of hexacoordinate
hemoglobins in different species.
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Introduction:
The globins are a family of proteins sharing structural homology that are widely
distributed across the domains of life. Globins often exist as "hemoglobins" (Hbs) in
combination with a heme prosthetic group that bestows the ability to reversibly bind
ligands without changing their structure, or to modify the ligand through oxidation or
reduction along with the accompanying addition to, or removal of an electron from the
heme iron. The most familiar Hbs are red blood cell hemoglobin (rbcHb) and muscle
myoglobin (Mb), which facilitate the reversible transport of oxygen between the lungs and
respiring tissues in vertebrate animals. But even these venerable proteins are capable of
much more chemistry, including the reversible binding of many other ligands including nitric
oxide and carbon monoxide, and redox reactions that are important alternatives to their
principle transport function [1-4].
The porphyrin pyrrole nitrogens of heme provide four equatorial points of
coordination to the iron, with the globin portions of rbcHb and Mb providing a single axial
ligand, through a “proximal” histidine side chain. Because only five out of six possible iron
coordination sites are occupied, these Hbs and their structural homologues are often
referred to as "pentacoordinate" Hbs (pxHbs). The open coordination site in pxHbs is thus
readily available for ligand binding. The arrangement of molecular orbitals in pxHbs is
such that the heme irons of the ferric and ferrous oxidation states are often in the “highspin” energy state in the absence of bound ligands. Another group of Hbs found mainly in
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plants and animals are "hexacoordinate", with a second histidine side chain filling the sixth
coordination site [5]. Coordination of the second histidine is energetically favorable,
resulting in a transition to the “low-spin” molecular orbital energy state (particularly in the
ferric oxidation state). Therefore it is somewhat surprising that hexacoordination is usually
reversible, allowing exogenous ligand binding in most hxHbs. Although hexacoordination
is reversible, rate and affinity constants for coordination of the second histidine are quite
variable (Table 1).

Coordination of the second histidine affects the general chemistry of

hxHbs in four general ways compared to their pentacoordinate counterparts [5]. 1)
Coordination causes the heme iron to reside in the low spin state in both the ferric and
ferrous oxidation states. 2) The fact that coordination is disproportionately stronger in the
ferric oxidation state lowers the midpoint redox potential of the ferrous/ferric transition
by one to two hundred millivolts compared to pxHbs, favoring the ferric oxidation state. 3)
Rate constants for reduction of hxHbs are faster than those of pxHbs. 4) Intermolecular
histidine binding competes for the ligand-binding site, effectively lowing the affinity for
exogenous ligands.
The major challenge to protein biochemists in the genomic age is identification of
protein function starting from primary structure. Recombinant protein technology has
allowed production and purification of many proteins in the laboratory to the extent that
experiments can be conducted with wild type and mutant proteins, and high-resolution
structures can be measured. Such is the case with hxHbs; to date, while structures of
many have been solved, no hxHbs have been purified from a natural source. Thus, we are
left to look at structures, and compare in vitro chemistries in an effort to rationalize the
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results of relatively complex in vivo experiments. Eventually, these data must corroborate
one another in support of physiological functions. The purpose of this review is to
compare the chemistry of hxHbs to pxHbs with the goal of pinpointing some general
features that might be indicative of potential physiological functions for hxHbs.

Structural features of hexacoordinate hemoglobinsCrystal and NMR structures of many different hxHbs have been published [6-16]
and reviewed previously [5]. The basic structural framework of each can be described
with respect to that of Mb [17], with a few deviations. There are eight conserved alpha
helices in eukaryotic hxHbs, designated A through H as they appear in the primary
structure. They are arranged in antiparallel symmetric groups of three helices (A/E/F and
B/G/H), also known as the “3-on-3” globin fold. In contrast, the hxHbs found in
prokaryotes lack the A and D helices and exhibit "2-on-2" stacking of pairs of alphahelices18. Regardless of the specific manifestation of the globin fold, hxHbs have the
critical coordinating histidines on the E Helix (the “distal” histidine, often referred to as
"HisE7" in reference to the homologous amino acid in Mb, which is the 7th in the E helix),
and the F-helix (the “proximal” histidine, or "HisF8").

Although X-ray crystallography is

the ultimate technique to measure heme coordination along with protein structure, UVVisible absorbance (UV-Vis) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy are
often employed to quickly assess the coordination state of Hbs. UV-Vis spectroscopy is
empirically indicative of all coordination and oxidations states across a wide range of
temperatures. EPR is most often used with the ferric oxidation state at low temperatures
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(< 10 ° K), but can be used for very sensitive a priori diagnoses of heme coordination in
some electronic configurations and oxidation states. UV-Vis and EPR spectra characteristic
of pxHbs and hxHbs are shown in Figure 1. EPR is also a powerful technique for studying
changes in the oxidation state of the heme center, although this application is surprisingly
underexploited [19,20].
The vertebrate hxHbs neuroglobin (Ngb) and Cytoglobin (Cgb) share 21-25%
sequence identity with Mb and the α/β chains of rbcHb [1,21]. Coordination of the distal
histidine is tighter in Ngb than Cgb, but both are > 99% hexacoordinated in both the
ferrous and ferric oxidation states. There are multiple cysteines in these hxHbs; Ngb has
three at CD5, D5 and G19, and Cgb has two at the B2 and E9 positions [7,22]. Experiments
to address their impacts on protein structure and function have used disulfide-reactive
reagents such as dithiothreitol (DTT) and Tris (2-carboxyethyl) phosphine hydrochloride
(TCEP). Of course, these reagents are also potentially reactive with the heme iron, so one
must pay heed to whether they also affect heme iron oxidation state. These cysteines are
reported to have the potential to form intermolecular disulfide bonds (Ngb at D5 - G19,
and Cgb at B2 - E9) as well as intramolecular disulfide linkages between chains (Ngb CD5 D5 and Cgb B2 - E9) [7,22,23]. However, they have been shown to occur mostly in
monomeric forms at the concentrations and conditions that are deemed physiological [7],
though quaternary structure has been suggested to affect the chemistry of Cgb [24].
Internal disulfide bonds are proposed to have redox regulatory functions that can
affect ligand affinity (both endogenous and exogenous). EPR spectroscopy has been used
as a measure of structural alterations resulting from oxidation and reduction of the
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cysteines involved in intramolecular disulfide bonds, especially as they affect the distances
between the distal histidine and the heme iron atom [25-27]. These studies report that
disulfide linkage decreases the strength of hexacoordination by a factor of ten in Ngb and
by two in Cgb. In this mechanism, the formation of disulfide bonds stresses the E helix to
destabilize distal histidine coordination, thus increasing oxygen affinity by removing
competition form the histidine side chain.
Plants contain three phylogenetically and biochemically distinct classes of Hbs. Two
of these (class 1 and class 2) are distantly related, but class 3 plant Hbs are more closely
related to bacterial Hbs, and likely arrived in plants through horizontal gene transfer [28].
Class 1 and most class 2 plant Hbs are hexacoordinate, but the data for class 3 are
equivocal, as only a few members have been investigated. Arabidopsis class 3 nsHb was
originally reported to be transiently hexacoordinate when reduced from the ferric to the
ferrous oxidation state [29], but in Lotus japonicas class 2 and 3 are both
pentacoordinated [30]. All plants appear to have class 1 and class 3 Hbs, while
dicotyledonous plants additionally contain class 2 proteins. In general plant Hbs are not
oxygen transport proteins except for the "leghemoglobins" in the legume subset of dicots,
which differentiated from class 2 Hbs into oxygen transport proteins in support of aerobic
metabolism in the symbiotic nitrogen-fixing bacteria living in their roots [31]. Because the
symbiotic leghemoglobin was discovered first [32], the other plant Hbs are referred to as
"nonsymbiotic hemoglobins" (nsHbs) in comparison.
Crystal structures of class 1 nsHbs from rice, Arabidopsis, and barley have been
reported [11,13,33-36]. Like the animal hxHbs, nsHbs have 3-on-3 myoglobin-like folds
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with conserved proximal and distal histidine side chains coordinating the heme iron.
Distal histidine coordination is weaker in nsHbs than in Ngb and Cgb, and weaker in class 1
than in class 2 nsHbs. In fact, hexacoordination is only ~ 50 % in ferrous class 1 nsHbs.
nsHbs can form dimers in solution. Ferric class 1 rice nsHb has a weak affinity for
dimerization with an equilibrium dissociation constant of 80 µM, whereas the ferrous
protein is even weaker (~ 600 µM) [34]. In contrast, the ferric hemoglobins from
parasponia and trema species form tighter dimers (KD < 1µM) [37]. The dimer interface
consists of parts of the CD helix region and the beginning of the G helix. In spite of the fact
that kinetic constants for hexacoordination were measured at low protein concentrations
that are largely monomeric, molecular dynamics simulations appear to implicate the dimer
interactions in regulating coordination at the heme iron in rice nsHb [33]. Class 1 nsHbs
have a conserved cysteine located in the E-helix that is potentially involved in alternative
dimerization as well affecting autoxidation rates [38].
Bacteria and archaea contain a diverse group of Hbs that are 20-40 amino acids
shorter in their primary structures than most other globins [39]. Crystal structures of
these “truncated” Hbs have revealed that they lack an A helix, the CD/D helix region is
shortened to just a few amino acids, and the F helix consists of only a single turn.
Furthermore, they have "2-on-2" helix packing consisting of the B/E and G/H helices [40].
The proximal histidine is conserved, but the presence and nature of a coordinating side
chain in the distal pocket is quite variable and has been shown to include tyrosine,
glutamine, threonine, serine, and histidine in truncated Hbs from different organisms [1].
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One well-characterized bacterial hxHb is that from the cyanobacterium
Synechocystis. The structure of Synechocystis Hb (SynHb) has been measured by X-ray
crystallography [10] and NMR spectroscopy [41] (along with its relative from
Synechococcus [42]) in the hexacoordinate and ligand-bound states, and contains a novel
covalent bond between another heme pocket histidine side chain and a heme vinyl which
helps to hold the heme in place and affects the affinity constants for hexacoordination
[43,44]. With respect to the strength of distal histidine coordination, SynHb is similar to
Ngb and Cgb in that it is largely hexacoordinate in both the ferrous and ferric oxidation
states.

Redox biochemistry of hexacoordinate hemoglobinsHxHbs are generally found in lower concentrations, have higher oxygen affinities,
slower oxygen dissociation rate constants, and more potential for electron transfer and
disulfide-linked redox reactions than their oxygen transport counterparts. Research into
the chemistry of hxHbs can be roughly grouped into reactions with oxygen, inorganic
nitrogen compounds, peroxides, and electron transfer reactions. These groups of
reactions are reviewed below and compared to those for other Hbs in an effort to gauge
the specificity of each for hxHbs.

Reactions with oxygen- The key to the proper function of oxygen transport Hbs is
reversible oxygen binding. Oxygen only binds to ferrous Hb, and it must do so with the
appropriate affinity, and depart in a timely manner without taking an electron from the
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heme iron. Failure to prevent the latter reaction produces superoxide and ferric Hb, and is
termed "autoxidation” [45]. Oxidized (or "met") Hb leads to heme loss from rbcHb [46],
heme degradation [47], and oxidative stress [48-51]. The role of the protein in affecting
these properties is profound, and understanding these principles is a major challenge to
the de novo design of stable heme proteins [52-55].
Comprehensive reviews on myoglobin auto-oxidation are available [56,57]. There
are two starting points for the reaction: the deoxyferrous state (Reaction 1) (at subsaturating oxygen concentrations), or the oxyferrous state (Reaction 2) (at saturating
oxygen concentrations). In Reaction 1, oxygen binding can result in an outer-sphere
electron transfer displaying bimolecular kinetics with oxygen, and producing superoxide
anion [58].

MbFe II + O
MbFe II O + H

MbFe III + O∗
HOO − Mb

(Reaction 1)
MbFe III + HO∗

(Reaction 2)

The second mechanism (Reaction 2) starts with oxygen bound to the ferrous heme,
which exists in resonance with superoxide and a ferric heme iron. Protonation of
superoxide radical facilitates permanent extraction of an electron from the iron center
followed by neutral superoxide radical dissociation. This inner-sphere mechanism is
enhanced at lower pH, and exhibits kinetics independent of oxygen concentration. The
superoxide radicals resulting from either mechanism can produce hydrogen peroxide
directly, or be converted to hydrogen peroxide by superoxide dismutase [56]. Thus, Hb
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autoxidation produces reactive oxygen species that are potentially damaging to cells and
tissues.
The hxHbs have, on average, higher oxygen affinities, slower dissociation rate
constants, and faster rate constants for autoxidation than their pentacoordinate
counterparts [5]. Oxygen transport Hbs probably evolved pentacoordinate heme
coordination because hexacoordination, being tighter in the ferric oxidation state,
certainly favors autoxidation [59]. Kiger et al. [60], in a very insightful comparative
examination of hxHbs, observed that autoxidation can be faster than oxygen binding or
dissociation in tightly coordinated hxHbs, suggesting an outer-sphere reaction involving
the bis-histidyl complex. Those hxHbs capable of oxygen binding also exhibit faster
autoxidation starting from the oxy-complex, and are thus not suited for reversible oxygen
transport. Such reactions, in combination with the observation of generally faster
electron transport with hxHbs [61], support a role for hxHbs in redox chemistry rather
than reversible oxygen binding. Thus, the presence or absence of hexacoordination in Hbs
is generally predictive of whether the function is likely to involve oxygen transport or
some form of redox biochemistry.

Reactions with inorganic nitrogen compounds- Reactions of heme proteins with
inorganic nitrogen compounds are wide-spread in biology and have important roles in
both dissimilatory and assimilatory nitrogen metabolism. In many of these cases the
heme cofactors are only transferring elections, but in others they serve as the active site
for binding and reacting with the nitrogen metabolite. Less is known about the reactions
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of Hbs with nitrogenous compounds. Azide and cyanide bind tightly and reversibly to
most ferric Hbs [17], and less tightly to the ferrous oxidation states. Exogenous imidazole
will also bind to Hbs, and mimic hexacoordination [59,62]. Nitric oxide binds reversibly to
both oxidation states, but tightest to ferrous heme [17]. The reactions described below
outline not only the reversible reactions with Hbs, but also those that result in redox
changes for the heme and substrate. These include chemical reactions with nitric oxide,
nitrite, and hydroxylamine.

Nitrite: Hbs react with nitrite in both the deoxyferrous and oxyferrous oxidation
states, with markedly different outcomes. The reaction between oxyhemoglobin (oxyrbcHb) and nitrite was first reported by Arthur Gamgee in 1868 [63], who observed the
oxidation of oxy-rbcHb upon addition of nitrite. Although the products of this reaction
were firmly identified as ferric hemoglobin and nitrate [64], and the reaction is recognized
as a nitrite-induced autooxidation [65], the actual mechanism is still unclear. Keszler et al.
proposed a model with H2O2 and the ferryl hemoglobin (ferrylHb) radical in which nitrite is
involved in the faster propagation-phase of the reaction [66]. Nevertheless, this reaction
explains the toxicity of nitrite to humans due to hemoglobinemia resulting from heme
oxidation and dissociation [67,68].
Surprisingly, all of the studies concerning nitrite reactions with oxyHb are with
pxHbs (mostly human rbcHb and muscle myoglobin), but not hxHbs. The fact that many
hxHbs are often unstable with oxygen is certainly to blame, but others, such as nsHb1
from plants, can form relatively stable oxy complexes [28,31]. Class 1 nsHbs are expressed
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during hypoxia, which is also associated with elevated levels of nitrite [69,70] thus, if
oxygen concentrations were high enough to bind the Hb, there would be a potential for
the reaction.
The second reaction of Hbs with nitrite is much more relevant to hxHbs. At the
beginning of twentieth century, John Haldane reported the reaction between
deoxyhemoglobin (deoxy-rbcHb) and nitrite while researching the chemistry of meat
curing [71]. He found that the red color of salted meat results from nitric oxide (NO)
binding to deoxyferrous Hb, forming a ferrous-nitrosyl rbcHb complex (which to the eye
resembles the color of fresh oxygenated meat more than the brown color associated with
oxidation). NO is produced by the reaction of nitrite with deoxyHb in the absence of
oxygen. The bimolecular reaction passes one electron from ferrous heme to nitrite,
making NO and ferric heme (Reaction 5). Since binding of NO to ferrous Hb (reaction 4) is
extremely rapid (kNO ~ 100 µM-1 s-1) [72], the NO formed in the reaction rapidly binds the
remaining ferrous Hb making the stable ferrous-NO complex associated with red color.

HbFe II + NO2– + H+
HbFe II + NO

HbFe III + NO + HO –
HbFe II NO

2HbFe II + NO2– + H+

obs

HbFe III + HbFe III NO + HO –

(Reaction 3)
(Reaction 4)
(Reaction 5)

Nitrite reductase activity only occurs with the deoxyferrous form of Hbs and is
common in both pxHbs and hxHbs (Table 2). The speed of the reaction varies between
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different Hbs, and does not correlate with coordination state or strength of coordination
in hxHbs. Human rbcHb is not a good nitrite reductase in the deoxyferrous form (T state).
But when it is saturated by 40-60% oxygen (about half T state, half R state), it shows its
maximum nitrite reductase activity (6 M-1 s-1) [73-75]. Deoxy Mb reduces nitrite with a
bimolecular rate constant of 11 M-1 s-1, reportedly protecting heart cells from myocardial
ischemia-reperfusion injury [76,77].
Plant class 1 nsHbs and SynHb react relatively rapidly with nitrite (~ 160 M-1 s-1)
[78] compared to rbcHb, Mb, and animal hxHbs (Ngb and Cgb) [79,80]. In the case of Ngb,
the wild type protein reduces nitrite very slowly, but when the distal histidine is mutated
to leucine or glutamine, the rate increases dramatically to ~ 250 M-1 s-1, on par with the
plant nsHbs [79]. Thus, hexacoordination is not required for rapid rates of nitrite
reduction, and in fact hexacoordination in wild type Ngb clearly inhibits the reaction.
The reduction of nitrite by both pxHbs and hxHbs is thought to play important roles
in the diverse tissues where these different proteins are located. In plants and
cyanobacteria, nitrate and nitrite concentration can increase to high (millimolar) levels,
especially under hypoxic conditions [69,70]. In these conditions, plant nsHbs could
effectively reduce nitrite to aid in nitrogen assimilation to produce ammonium, or
dissimilation to aid the regeneration of NAD+. In support of this mechanism is the fact that
nsHb1 also reduces hydroxylamine to ammonia, another reaction on this pathway. Along
these lines, the hxHb from the cyanobacteria synechococcus aids in growth on high
concentrations of nitrate, possibly by detoxifying peroxynitrite that results from NO
production by nitrate or nitrite reductase [42].
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In animals, nitrite reductase activity of Ngb is proposed to be important in
regulating NO metabolism for the protection of neurons during hypoxia [81-83]. Petersen
et al. studied the reaction between murine deoxy Ngb and nitrite [84] reporting a second
order rate constant of 5.1 M-1 s-1 for the reaction. They found that ferric Ngb was the main
product, and ferrous nitrosyl Ngb was present in smaller amounts (less than 20% of total
product). This high product ratio of ferric to ferrous nitrosyl Ngb was explained as being
due to the lower affinity of Ngb for NO compared to Mb and Hb [72]. Another study of
deoxyferrous human Ngb nitrite reduction by Tiso et al. [79] measured a rate constant of
0.12 M-1 s-1 resulting in a 1:1 ratio of ferric Ngb and ferrous nitrosyl Ngb. Tiso et al. also
proposed that the nitrite reductase activity of Ngb is correlated with coordination state,
based on the fact that the pentacoordinate Ngb mutant proteins H64L and H64Q speed up
nitrite reduction ~2000 times compared to the wild type protein. Mutations that
strengthen coordination (C55A and C46A) were shown to slow the reaction.
Cgb is a hxHb that is expressed in almost all tissues [85,86]. Despite its slow rate of
nitrite reduction (0.14 M-1 s-1), Li et al. have recently suggested that its function as a nitrite
reductase might be significant [80]. Nitrite reduction by deoxyferrous Cgb produces a
slightly smaller ratio of nitrosyl Cgb than ferric Cgb, and nM scale NO release from this
reaction was measured by EPR and a gas phase chemiluminescence NO analyzer. Together
with Cgb’s up-regulation during hypoxia [87], these results support a hypothesis involving
NO metabolism during hypoxia.
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Nitric Oxide: Just as the reactions of Hbs with nitrite depends greatly on the
starting oxidation and ligand state of the heme iron, so do those with NO. Deoxy Hbs
generally reversibly bind NO with very high affinity constants, which are in the picomolar
range for blood Hb and Mb [88]. Ferric Hbs also reversibly bind NO but typically with
much lower affinity, and ferric Hbs can be slowly reduced by NO, suggesting NO is bound
following reduction. In general, hexacoordination lowers NO affinity in both oxidations
states [72,89], and has no clear effect on NO-induced reduction of the ferric proteins [90].
If NO contacts the oxyferrous form of Hb, a very rapid chemical reaction called "NO
dioxygenation" (NOD) occurs, in which NO reacts with bound oxygen, eventually making
nitrate and oxidizing the heme iron (Reaction 6). NOD is the function of bacterial and
fungal "flavohemoglobins" (flavoHbs), who use it to detoxify NO in their surroundings or
resulting from endogenous sources [91-94]. As implied by their name, flavoHbs have a
heme domain and a flavin domain [95]. In the NOD reaction, the oxyferrous heme domain
reacts with NO to make nitrate and ferric heme. The flavin domain then shuttles an
electron from NADH to the heme to re-reduce it so that it can bind oxygen to start the
cycle again.

HbFe II O2 + NO

HbFe III –OONO

HbFe III + NO3–

(Reaction 6)

While NOD activity was first found in flavoHb [92], most Hbs (both hexa- and
pentacoordinate) can carry out the oxidative NOD reaction very effectively [90]. However,
flavoHb can rapidly finish the reductive half of the NOD reaction by using NADH to reduce
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the ferric heme back to the ferrous form (Figure 2). For Hbs to scavenge NO using the NOD
mechanism, there must be an effective mechanism for heme reduction. NOD activity has
been ascribed to plant nsHbs, and three mechanisms of reduction have been proposed
including specific enzymes, free flavins [96] and ascorbic acid [97]. In the ascorbic acid
mechanism, it was proposed that monodehydroascorbate reductase (MDHAR)-mediated
ascorbate reduction of metHb might facilitate NO scavenging. However, it has been shown
that ascorbic acid reduction of ferric rice nsHb1 is very slow (0.01 mM-1min-1) compared to
NADH reduction of flavoHb and that hemoglobin reduction by ascorbate is not affected by
MDHAR in vitro [93,98].

Reactions with ROS and peroxides- Fenton chemistry (Reaction 7), described for
the first time in 1894 [99], explains the role of ferrous iron in generating hydroxyl radical
through a reaction with hydrogen peroxide. The resulting radicals are highly unstable and
capable of oxidizing organic substances [100].

Fe II + H O

Fe III + HO∗ + HO

(Reaction 7)

The fact that free iron is released by heme degradation, oxidative stress, and by
heme oxygenase activity has led to speculation about the involvement Hbs in Fentonrelated reactions. The reaction of hydrogen peroxide and respiratory Hbs (rbcHb and Mb)
were shown to generate radicals by Gibson et al. in 1956 [101] and 1958 [102]. Since then,
the reaction has been studied extensively [1,19,56,100]. Mb reacts with hydrogen
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peroxide in the deoxy ferrous (II) and ferric (III) states, both becoming oxidized to the
ferryl (IV) oxidation state [103]. Since the reduction of H2O2 is a two-electron process,
ferrous heme is converted to the ferryl species directly (Reaction 8). The two-electron
oxidation of ferric heme results in ferryl heme and the extraction of one electron from the
protein matrix, generating a protein radical (Reaction 9) [1,56].

MbFe II + H O

[MbFe IV = O] + H O

MbFe III + H O

[Mb *+ Fe IV = O] + H O

(Reaction 8)
(Reaction 9)

In Mb, the resulting ferryl species can combine with another ferrous deoxy (II) Mb
resulting in two molecules of ferric Mb (III) (Reaction 10).

MbFe II + MbFe IV = O

2 MbFe III + HO

(Reaction 10)

In the case of the ferryl protein radical, the radical can migrate outwards from the
heme center. The Tyr151 and Trp14 side chains of Mb have been shown to be involved in
radical migration [1,104]. In dedicated peroxidases such as horseradish peroxidase and
catalase, the radical is contained and employed in catalysis [1]. This radical is finally
quenched by oxidation of external substrates such as lipids or lipid peroxides, a process
that regenerates ferric heme. The newly formed ferric Mb can again undergo reaction with
excess H2O2 leading to “pseudo-peroxidase” reactions consuming peroxide [56] as
summarized in Figure 3 (derived from Richards [56]).
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Highly reactive byproducts from H2O2 reactions with Hbs induce pathological
conditions such as ischemic/reperfusion injuries, atherosclerosis, and complications with
blood substitutes [1]. Lipid peroxides are formed by reaction of ROS (such as H2O2) and
ferryl Hb in the presence of oxygen [105-107] (Figure 3). The process of lipid peroxidation,
with its associated DNA alterations and posttranslational protein modifications, is central
to these pathologies [1,108,109]. Red blood cells experience extensive lipid peroxidation
that can weaken cell membranes causing hemolysis and associated disorders [110]. Lipid
peroxidation has also been linked to genotoxicity and carcinogenicity [109], but recent
research suggests cell signaling molecules generated in this way might be beneficial rather
than deleterious, implying that the role of Cgb might be to regulate concentrations rather
than in scavenging of ROS [1,111,112].
The reaction of ferric Mb with peroxide proceeds as a heterolytic reaction,
meaning that both elections are lost from the heme-protein complex (Reaction 9). Ferric
Mb can react with lipid peroxides (LOOH) (Reaction 11) in a similar fashion as hydrogen
peroxide, but can also carry out a homolytic fission (reaction 12) of the lipid peroxide,
generating a lipid alkoxyl radical (LO.). Figure 3 summarizes these reactions of Mb and the
immediate branch reactions of physiological importance.

MbFe III + LOOH

[

*+ Fe IV

= ] + LOH

MbFe III + LOOH

[

+ Fe IV

= ] + LO∗ +

(Reaction 11)
(Reaction 12)
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Instead of transferring an electron to an external substrate, Hb radicals can also
cause covalent linkage between the heme porphyrin and the protein matrix [100].
Covalent linkages are formed by the reaction of a protonated ferryl heme with a protein
radical (often a tyrosine) generated by H2O2 [113]. This covalent cross-link to the globin
has different spectral characteristics that have been used to suggest the presence of
unstable ferryl species, which are otherwise difficult to detect given their reactivity [114].
Nothnagel et al. tested whether the heme-protein cross link in SynHb and Synecococcus
Hb might stabilize them against H2O2 bleaching, as is known to happen in dedicated
peroxidases, but did not find a correlation between cross-linking and stability [115].
Pseudo-peroxidase and lipid peroxidase activities of respiratory Hbs are relevant
physiologically and have thus been the focus of a number of studies [116]. HxHbs, being
relatively recent discoveries, have not yet been subjected to the same degree of research,
but appear to undergo similar reactions with peroxides. The hxHbs Ngb and Cgb have
pseudo-peroxidase activities comparable with Mb, which are significantly lower than
horse radish peroxidase [117] (Table 3). A similar conclusion was reached for rice nsHb1
and extended to other plant Hbs [118]. However, the chemistry of Cgb seems especially
equipped for lipid oxidation compared to other hxHbs [119]. This is evinced by facile
binding and oxidation of lipids by ferric Cgb, and the decrease in distal histidine
coordination affinity upon lipid binding. The mechanism causing the unique interaction of
Cgb with lipids is not well understood and, despite the structural similarity to other hxHbs,
is not shared by Ngb or Mb.
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Redox and ROS chemistry of the vertebrate hxHbs Ngb and Cgb have received a
great deal of attention because of their presence in human tissues, and potential roles in
medically relevant reactions [1,5,111,117,120-124]. It has been shown that expression of
both is up-regulated 2 to 4 fold by hypoxia [125,126]. Additionally, Cgb expression is also
induced by oxidative stress, as demonstrated by a similar increase in Cgb mRNA levels in
mouse N2a neuroblastoma cells exposed to H2O2 [127].
The objective of research concerning these Hbs and their peroxidase/ROS activities
has been to control and vary expression in tissues in vivo, and assay for the degree of
damage resulting from different introduced or natural chemical challenges. For example,
such work with Ngb has been actively pursued given its localization in brain tissue and
potential for protection against ischemia/reperfusion injury [123,128-130].
Overexpression by a factor of 4-5 fold is generally achieved in vivo by the aforementioned
groups, which results in lower infarct size following ischemia/reperfusion, and decreased
peroxide-induced DNA mutations.
McRonald, et al. [120] investigated an oesophageal cell line known to decrease Cgb
expression during the onset of cancer. If Cgb mitigates oxidative stress in normal cells, the
lower levels in the Cgb-deficient cells were expected to show increased cancer progression
due to increased sensitivity to redox damage. While the Cgb-deficient cells showed
greater cancer progression compared to those overexpressing Cgb by 4-7 times, they were
not significantly different from cells expressing normal levels of Cgb. Thus, the above
experimental models often lead to results that are difficult to interpret, as the nonspecific
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properties of over-expressed levels of Hb can potentially lead to new phenotypes that
mask the natural function of the Hb in question at normal levels in the cell.
A relatively less explored role of hxHbs, particularly given their low cellular
concentrations, is in cell signaling. Ferric Hbs can directly react with lipid peroxides leading
to protein-based radicals, carbon-centered lipid radicals, and other biomolecular radicals
(Figure 3). These highly unstable species are capable of reacting with and oxidizing a wide
array of biomolecules such as ascorbate, or even phenol at higher pH [56]. Lipid
peroxidation is an autocatalytic process that produces a spectrum of oxidized lipid-based
byproducts called electrophilic lipids [1]. Isoprostanes are one example of electrophilic
lipids that induce phosphorylation of p38 mitogen activated protein (MAP) kinase, which
regulates cell contraction and hypertension [1,131]. Electrophilic lipids have also been
implicated in both anti- and pro-apoptotic signaling pathways mediated through
posttranslational protein modifications, depending on their concentrations [1,132]. Thus
hxHbs share heme-based lipid chemistry with pxHbs and could have potential roles in cell
signaling that need to be explored in more detail.

Electron transfer reactions between proteins- Heme is common cofactor in
biological electron transfer reactions where it mediates the facile gain or loss of an
electron to form the ferrous or ferric heme iron, respectively. Thus, a single heme is good
for transferring one electron, but many hemes often work together toward multi-electron
transfer reactions. The midpoint reduction potentials (Em) of these cofactors obviously
influence the direction of electron transfer [133], and the varied proteinaceous
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environments surrounding heme can exert profound influences on Em as evidenced by the
800 mv variation across different heme proteins [134]. Factors responsible for different Em
values for these hemes include the type of heme, the degree of solvent exposure [135],
the nature of axial coordination [136], and the electrostatic environment near the heme
propionates [137]. In general Em is highest for His-Met coordination (282±102 mV), slightly
lower for aquo-His or pentacoordinated proteins (-36 ±196 mV) and lowest for proteins
with His-His coordination (-183±155mV) [134].
Experiments to directly measure electron transfer by heme proteins have been
developed using a variety of techniques and reactions [138-145]. In some, net electron
transfer from one protein to another is monitored, while in others the “self-exchange” of
electrons within a population of molecules is monitored at equilibrium with no net
exchange of electrons [138]. The former reactions (non equilibrium “net transfer”) take
advantage of spectrally distinct species to monitor the transfer of electrons from a
reduced protein (most often with a lower Em) to an oxidized partner (usually with a higher
Em). If the reaction were between two proteins with equivalent Em values, it is driven
forward by the differential concentration of electrons between the two starting
populations. For pairs of proteins with distinct Em values, the favorable flow of electrons
from lower to higher Em also contributes to the driving force for the reaction. “Selfexchange” refers to electron exchange between a population of oxidized and reduced
molecules when there is no driving force for net electron transfer; rather, the experiment
monitors the equilibrium exchange between the homogeneous populations of molecules.
Both types of experiments yield bimolecular rate constants for electron transfer that are
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deemed indicative of the general propensity for electron transfer, but there has been little
comparison of rate constants between techniques and reactions in an effort to test this
assumption.
Rate constants for electron transfer for Hbs and some heme proteins are listed in
Table 4 in an effort to put electron transfer in hxHbs into perspective. The values vary
between those of known electron transfer proteins to self-exchange between oxygen
transport Hbs, and have a range of rate constants from 108 to 102 M-1s-1. The rate
constants for oxygen transport Hbs are on the slower end of this spectrum, but even these
values are probably over-estimated as the use of trimethylphosphine (PMe3) was
necessary to get the reaction to occur on a time scale convenient for measurement. This is
probably because PMe3 binds to pxHbs in both oxidation states and minimizes the change
in spin state accompanying electron transfer that would otherwise slow the reaction [146].
In support of this theory is the fact that electron transfer by or between hxHbs requires no
PMe3, as distal histidine coordination serves this role in hxHbs. As has been discussed
earlier in this review, bis-histidyl heme coordination facilitates electron transfer kinetics
and, in hxHbs, generally lowers Em compared to pxHbs.
Two hxHbs that seem best suited for a dedicated role in electron transfer are GLB6 ,16 and GLB-26 from Caenorhabditis elegans [147], which, like cytochrome b5, do not
bind oxygen or CO because of tight hexacoordination. Kiger et al. [60] conducted a
comparative study of the ability of Mb (representing pxHbs) and several hxhbs (Ngb, Cgb
and C. elegans GLB-26) to transfer electrons to cytochrome c. They found that transfer
from ferrous hxHbs to cytochrome c is 10 to 1000 times faster than Mb. These results are
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consistent with the generally faster rates of electron transfer in hxHbs when the reaction
is initiated chemically [61]. Thus, if hxHbs such as GLB-6 and GLB-26 are incapable of
binding ligands at their heme active sites but are efficient at transferring electrons, it is a
safe assumption that their functions are related to the latter.
There are clear physiological implications from the reduction of cytochrome c by
Ngb [148,149]. Cytochrome c, released from the mitochondria during cytotoxic stress,
binds and induces oligomerization of Apaf-1 (apoptotic protease activating factor-1) to
form a complex called the apoptosome. The apoptosome recruits and activates caspase 9,
which further activates downstream “executioner” caspases that bring about cell damage
[150]. Ngb is proposed to provide a protective mechanism by reducing ferric cytochrome
c back to the ferrous state, and by binding to cytochrome c and disrupting its association
with Apaf-1 [151,152]. This hypothesis is supported by 1) a ~ 40% decrease in triggering of
apoptosis by ferrous cytochrome c compared to ferric cytochrome c [148], 2) a relatively
tight association of ferrous Ngb with ferric cytochrome c (KA= 2x104 M-1) measured by
surface plasmon resonance [153], and 3) relatively rapid electron transfer from ferrous
Ngb to ferric cytochrome c in vitro [60] (Table 4).
Electron transfer between proteins must also be involved in hydroxylamine
reduction by plant nsHb and SynHb [154]. The reduction of hydroxylamine to ammonium
(Reaction 13), requires the input of two electrons, and converts two Hb molecules from
the ferrous to the ferric oxidation state with no evidence for partially reduced
intermediates. One Hb monomer must bind hydroxylamine and deliver one electron,
followed by intermolecular transfer of the second electron from another Hb molecule. A
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hexacoordinate heme site alone is not sufficient for rapid hydroxylamine reduction, as Ngb
and Cgb are no faster than Mb, suggesting that the specific structures of nsHb and SynHb
are tailored for rapid electron exchange. The structural and chemical mechanisms of this
reaction, including whether or not electron transfer is rate-limiting, is not yet understood.
Electron self-exchange has been directly measured in SynHb and Synechococcus hxHb,
yielding values around 103 M-1s-1 (Table 4), which is on-par with cytochrome b5 (103 M-1s-1),
and rates estimated for PMe3-Mb [155], but slightly slower than self-exchange in
cytochrome c (105 M-1s-1) [156]. However, the value of 103 M-1s-1 is at least 100-fold too
slow to support the observed rates of hydroxylamine reduction by SynHb [154]. Thus, this
reaction mechanism requires further study.

2HbFe II + NH OH

Aq

2HbFe III + NH%

(Reaction 13)

A role for electron transfer and hexacoordination has also been reported in rbcHb
alpha chains [157,158]. RbcHb assembly requires a chaperone for alpha chains to prevent
aggregation, unfolding, and heme loss. This chaperone, “Alpha Hemoglobin Stabilizing
Protein” (AHSP), binds ferric alpha chains and prevents denaturation. Binding triggers a
change in the alpha globin coordination state, causing bis-histidyl hexacoordination [159],
which stabilizes them against hemin loss, ROS production, and precipitation.
Hexacoordination also facilitates hemin reduction, which is a necessary step in rbcHb
assembly, and could the trigger for alpha chain release from AHSP [160].
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Conclusion:
Attempts to understand the biochemical functions of hxHbs are caged in the
context of more than a half-century of biophysical studies of oxygen transport pxHbs such
as rbcHb and Mb. The heme prosthetic group found in both groups of Hbs clearly conveys
a propensity for reversible ligand binding, electron transfer, pseudo peroxidase activity
with a variety of substrates, and direct redox biochemistry with a variety of substrates.
These activities are found in both pxHbs and hxHbs, and arguments have been made that
they are significant to innate physiology, bioengineering, agriculture and medicine for
both classes of Hbs. The clearest general differences between pxHbs and hxHbs that
might be used in consideration of potential functions for hxHbs are: 1) hxHbs are less
stable for reversible oxygen binding, and are more likely to autoxidize, thus producing
ROS. 2) HxHbs are better suited for gaining or losing electrons at the heme iron, facilitating
electron transfer, multi-electron reactions, and catalytic redox chemistry requiring cyclic
reduction or oxidation of the heme iron. 3) Cgb stands out for its ability to rapidly oxidize
lipids, and 4) plant and cyanobacterial Hbs reduce nitrite much more rapidly than other
Hbs.
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Figures and Legends:
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52

Figure 1: UV-Vis and EPR spectroscopy distinguishing pxHbs and hxHbs. The EPR spectra (left) and UV-Vis spectra (right) are
aligned to schematics (center) of heme coordination for cytoglobin (a hxHb), and myoglobin (a pxHb). In the EPR spectra, high spin
peaks (at g= 6.0) correlate with pentacoordination, whereas peaks in the region of ~2000 – 3000 Gauss signify hexacoordination. UvVis spectra for reduced (ferrous) hxHbs have a split peaks in visible region (~450-650 nm) in contrast to pxHbs such as Mb, which
have a single prominent visible-region peak near 555 nm.
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Figure 2: The nitric oxide dioxygenase (NOD) reaction. Oxy hemoglobins (Hb) will react with NO to make nitrate and ferric
Hb. After the ferric Hb is reduced back to ferrous state (in the case of flavohemoglobin, using NADH), it will bind oxygen (if present)
to start the reaction again. Thus the complete NOD reaction has both a reductive and oxidative half-reactions.
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Figure 3: Peroxidase chemistry of hemoglobins. Both ferrous and ferric Hbs will
react with H2O2. Reactions with oxygen and hydrogen peroxide are the right, and reactions
with lipids (LH) peroxides (LOOH) are on the left. The central point to all reactions is ferric
Hb, which can be formed from ferrous Hb through two distinct pathways. Ferric Hb can also
react with lipid peroxides, become oxidized to the ferryl state, and is eventually reduced
back to the ferric state through the cyclic pathway on the right, which endows Hbs with
pseudo peroxidase activity. Blue numbering references reactions to their discussion in the
text.
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Tables:

Table 1: Hexacoordination rate and affinity constants
kH (s-1)

k-H (s-1)

KH

References

Rice nsHb1

75

40

1.9

161

Rice nsHb1b

6.7

15

0.45

161

Maize nsHb1a

22

25

0.9

161

Maize nsHb1b

43

19

2.3

161

Arabidopsis nsHb1

230

110

2.1

28

Arabidopsis nsHb2

330

12

30

162

Barley nsHb1

170

62

2.8

11

Tomato nsHb1

200

200

1.0

163

Tomato nsHb2

1400

30

60

28

160

80

2

164

Chicory nsHb2a

2900

11

260

28

Chicory nsHb2b

920

27

35

28

~1000

161

860

161

Soyabean 1

Neuroglobin (Ngb)
Cytoglobin (Cgb)
Mb H64V/V68H
Drosophilla Hb
Mollusk nHb
SynHb

≥2000
430
>20000

2.3 (70%)
0.2 (30%)
0.5 (70%)
0.09 (30%)
>200

~100

5,165

30

18

166

14000

1000

14

167

4200

14

300

161

550
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Table 2. Observed rate constant of deoxyferrous Hb-nitrite reaction
Heme coordination state

Hemeprotein

Source

kobs
(M-1 s-1)

Reference

Pentacoordinate

Erythrocyte
Hb

Human

Pentacoordinate

Mb

Horse heart

11

78

Ngb

Murine
Human

5.1
0.12

84

Hexacoordinate
Hexacoordinate

Cgb

Human

0.14

80

Hexacoordinate

Hexacoordinate

Plant nsHb

Cyanobacterium
Hb

73

0.12 (T state)

79

Rice class 1
Arabidopsis
class 1
Arabidopsis
class 2

166

78

19.8

168

4.9

168

Synechocystis

130

78

Table 3: Peroxidase activity of hemoglobins.
% activity relative to
horse radish
peroxidase 117

Pseudo
peroxidase
relative to
Mb

0.004

0.8

0

0

0.005-0.006

1-1.2

134

5

Mb

0.005

1

27

1

Hb-RBC

0.011

2.2

-

-

0.0035 118

0.7

-

-

Neuroglobin (Ngb)
Cytoglobin (Cgb)

Rice ns Hb1

Rate of lipid
peroxidation
119

Rate of lipid
peroxidation
relative to Mb

56

Table 4 Electron transfer in hemoglobins and some heme proteins
Electron transfer
rate M-1s-1

Type of electron
transfer

Reference

bis(1-methylimidazole)-ligated
tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP)

8.1x107

Self-exchange

169

Myoglobin PMe3 horse heart

3.1x103

Self-exchange

170

Hemoglobin PMe3 human α/α

3.2x103

Self-exchange

146

Hemoglobin PMe3 human β/β

2.09x103

Self-exchange

146

Hemoglobin α(II)PMe3/β(III) PMe3

1.02x103

Self-exchange

146

Hemoglobin α(III)PMe3/β(II) PMe3

4.3x102

Self-exchange

146

Synechococcus GlbN-A

4.5 (± 0.4) x 102

Self-exchange

155

Synechocystis GlbN-A

1.4 (± 0.4) x 103

Self-exchange

155

C. elegans GLB-26 (II)/ Cyt c (III)

10x106

Net transfer

60

Human Ngb (II)/ Cyt c (III)

15x106

Net transfer

60

Human Cgb (II)/ Cyt c (III)

2x104

Net transfer

60

Horse Heart Mb (II)/ Cyt c (III)

3x103

Net transfer

60

Cytochrome C550 (Thiobacillus versutus WT)

2x105

Self-exchange

171

Cytochrome C554 (Alcaligenes faecalis)

3x108

Self-exchange

172

Cytochrome b5

2.6x103

Self-exchange

156

Cytochrome b2

2.6x103

Self-exchange

173
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CHAPTER 2
ELECTRON SELF-EXCHANGE IN HEMOGLOBINS REVEALED BY DEUTERO-HEMIN
SUBSTITUTION
Modified from a paper published in Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry
Navjot Singh Athwal, Jagannathan Alagurajan, Ryan Sturms, D. Bruce Fulton, Amy H.
Andreotti, and Mark S. Hargrove

Abstract
Hemoglobins (phytoglobins) from rice plants (nsHb1) and from the cyanobacterium
Synechocystis (PCC 6803) (SynHb) can reduce hydroxylamine with two electrons to form
ammonium. The reaction requires intermolecular electron transfer between protein
molecules, and rapid electron self-exchange might play a role in distinguishing these
hemoglobins from others with slower reaction rates, such as myoglobin. A relatively rapid
electron self-exchange rate constant has been measured for SynHb by NMR, but the rate
constant for myoglobin is equivocal and a value for nsHb1 has not yet been measured.
Here we report electron self-exchange rate constants for nsHb1 and Mb as a test of
their role in hydroxylamine reduction. These proteins are not suitable for analysis by NMR
ZZ exchange, so a method was developed that uses cross-reactions between hemoglobin
and its deutero-hemin substituted counterpart. The resulting electron transfer is between
identical proteins with low driving forces and thus closely approximates true electron selfexchange. The reactions can be monitored spectrally due to the distinct spectra of the
prosthetic groups, and from this electron self-exchange rate constants of 880 (SynHb), 2,900
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(nsHb1), and 0.05 M-1s-1 (Mb) have been measured for each hemoglobin. Calculations of
cross-reactions using these values accurately predict hydroxylamine reduction rates for each
protein, suggesting that electron self-exchange plays an important role in the reaction.

1 Introduction
Nonsymbiotic plant hemoglobins (Hbs, a.k.a. phytoglobins) have proposed functions
in survival during hypoxia [1-5], nitrogen metabolism [6-8], and signal transduction [9, 10].
Their in vitro biochemistry includes reversible binding of oxygen, carbon monoxide, and
nitric oxide, and the ability of the oxy-Hb to react with nitric oxide converting it to nitrate
(known as the “nitric oxide dioxygenase”, or “NOD” reaction). These reactions are common
to most Hbs and, while they could be important components of physiological functions, they
do not generally distinguish between Hbs from plants, animals, or bacteria. Hbs can also
react with inorganic nitrogen compounds, for which there has been a recurrence of interest
in light of the signaling and vasodilation affects of nitrites and nitric oxide, and the
relationship between nitrate and hypoxia in plants [6, 11-15].
Under anaerobic conditions, the nonsymbiotic Hb from rice (nsHb1) and the Hb from
the cyanobacterium Synechocystis (SynHb) reduce nitrite and catalyze the reduction of
hydroxylamine (HA) to ammonia with rate constants several orders of magnitude larger than
mammalian Hbs [7, 8, 11]. These reactions could reflect physiological roles in each system,
as both share associations between Hb gene expression and inorganic nitrogen-related
growth phenotypes in studies of the respective wild-type and Hb-mutant variants [6, 10, 16,
17]. Redox reactions such as NOD and nitrite and HA reduction require electron transfer to
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the heme prosthetic group. Single-domain Hbs such as nsHb1, SynHb, neuroglobin, red blood
cell Hbs, and (Mb) most likely receive electrons from other protein molecules in support of
these reactions [18-22].
HA reduction by nsHb1 and SynHb requires the input of two electrons to form
ammonium, with both electrons originating from ferrous heme [8]. This reaction (Scheme 1)
involves an intermolecular electron transfer between the ferrous Hb2+ and the Hb-HA
complex {Hb2+:HA}. {Hb2+:HA} is not detected in the reaction [8], suggesting that the rate
limiting step is HA binding, and that both kHA and the electron transfer cross-reaction
between Hb2+ and {Hb2+:HA} are rapid. Thus, it is possible that rapid electron self-exchange
(ESE) rates in nsHb1 and SynHb might support their exceptional abilities to carry out the twoelectron reduction of HA (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1.

Marcus theory [23] provides a quantitative relationship for rates of electron transfer
between two different reactants (the “cross-reaction”, kcross1,2) based on the abilities of each
participant to share electrons within their individual populations (“self exchange” (ESE),
kESE1, and kESE2), and the energetic driving force for the reaction. Under simple experimental
conditions, this relationship is:

kcross1,2 = ( kESE1kESE 2 K eq )

1/2

Equation 1.
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where Keq, the equilibrium constant for the cross-reaction, represents the driving force for
the reaction [24]. Measurement of redox cross-reactions in Hbs is often straightforward,
but direct measurement of ESE rate constants can be difficult (see below). Thus, most of the
ESE rate constants reported for Hbs are calculated from cross-reactions along with
knowledge of the ESE rate for the redox partner and the driving force for the reaction [25,
26]. ESE rate constants for Mb and mammalian blood cell Hb have been calculated in this
way yielding values ranging from 0.04 to 1 M-1s-1, which are several orders of magnitude
slower than ESE in heme proteins with functions dedicated to electron transfer [27, 28], and
are therefore consistent with slow HA reduction by Mb and blood cell Hb.
The difficulty in directly measuring ESE in Hbs stems from the challenge of monitoring
a population of molecules that are exchanging electrons but whose overall redox state is not
changing. Chemical exchange and line-shape NMR spectroscopy are ideally suited for this
challenge, but are limited to samples that exhibit clear and distinct resonances in each
oxidation state, and to timescales with rate constants > 10 s-1 and < ~ 10,000 s-1 [29]. An ESE
rate constant within this range (3,100 M-1s-1) was measured for the trimethlyphosphine
(TMP) derivative of horse heart Mb [30]. TMP binds uniformly to ferrous and ferric Mb [31],
and was used to maintain equivalent low-spin coordination during electron exchange while
providing NMR signals for each oxidation state [30, 31]. This ESE rate constant differs from
that estimated by cross-reactions by more than four orders of magnitude, suggesting either
a problem with the indirect calculation of ESE, or a large effect of TMP on the reaction.
SynHb is monomeric and hexacoordinate with low-spin heme iron in both the ferric
and ferrous oxidation states, making it well-suited for analysis by NMR [32]. An ESE rate
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constant of 1,400 M-1s-1 has been directly measured for SynHb by chemical exchange NMR
[28], which is consistent with the enhanced ability of SynHb to reduce HA. In our interest to
explore the relationship between ESE and HA reduction, we have measured ESE in nsHb1
and Mb for comparison to SynHb. The rate constant for SynHb ESE was first measured by
chemical exchange NMR spectroscopy at a range of concentrations and under the same pH
used for HA reduction measurements. Neither nsHb1 nor Mb were amenable to NMR
analysis, so a novel alternative method was developed to measure ESE in these proteins that
takes advantage of the auspicious properties of deutero- hemin (d-hemin) substituted Hbs.
The substitution of d-hemin for natural proto-hemin results in Hbs with ~ 10 nm blueshifted absorbance spectra, a general decrease in the absorption extinction coefficient, but
little change in midpoint redox potential or other chemical properties [26, 33, 34]. Using
SynHb as a control, we demonstrate that the cross-reaction between SynHb and d-SynHb
provides an accurate measurement of ESE. Cross-reactions between normal and d-hemin
substituted nsHb1 and Mb, and cross-reactions between SynHb, nsHb1, and Mb were used
to measure ESE rate constants for these proteins. Results are discussed in terms of their
contribution to electron transfer reactions in Hbs and the cross-reaction associated with HA
reduction.

2 Material and Methods
2.1 Preparation of proteins
SynHb and nsHb1 were expressed in E. coli and purified as described earlier [7, 35,
36].

15N-labeled

Hbs were produced in BL21DE3 (Agilent Cat#200131) cells transformed with
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pET28 plasmids containing respective cDNAs inserted using restriction sites NdeI and HindIII.
The cells were grown in M9 minimal media supplemented with BME vitamin solution form
Sigma cat# B6891 and with 15N-ammonium, producing pure insoluble inclusion bodies of the
recombinant apo-proteins. The culture conditions were 37°C incubation with shaking at 200
rpm and 1mM IPTG (Sigma cat#I6758) induction when cell density reached an absorbance at
600nm of 0.6-0.8, followed by overnight growth.

Upon harvesting, concentrated cell

suspensions were lysed by sonication, and insoluble proteins and cell debris were collected
by centrifugation. This fraction was solubilized in 6 M guanidine hydrochloride (GdmCl, Fisher
Scientfic cat#BP178) in the presence of 0.1 mM hemin (Sigma Cat#H-5533) dissolved in 0.1 N
NaOH, and dialysed against 0.1 M phosphate buffer. Centrifugation of this dialyzed solution
provided pure holo-protein, which was concentrated and exchanged with 0.1 M phosphate
pH 7, over a G25 column prior to storage at -80°C for later use.
Production of deutero-hemin (Fe(III) deuteroporphyrin IX chloride, Frontier scientific
Cat#D40654) (d-hemin) containing Hbs (d-Hbs) followed the same method above for the
production of apo-Hb (with the exception of using unlabeled ammonium). 0.1 mM d-hemin
(in 0.1 N NaOH) was then added to the apo-Hb followed by dialysis, centrifugation, gel
filtration, and concentration as described above.
Horse heart Mb was purchased from Sigma (cat# 100684-32-0) and d-Mb was
prepared by first generating apo-Mb using the acid acetone method [37], followed by dialysis
into 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7. Two-times excess of d-hemin (dissolved in 0.1
N sodium hydroxide) was added to the apo-Mb followed by dialysis in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer, pH 7. The dialyzed solution was centrifuged to remove any insoluble material, then
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passed over a Sephadex G25 (Sigma cat#G25150) column equilibrated in 0.1 M phosphate,
pH 7, concentrated to ≥ 1 mM, and stored at -80°C.
Extinction coefficients for d-Hbs were measured by dissolving a known mass of dhemin in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7, containing excess sodium cyanide (Sigma
Cat#380970) and 6 M GdmCl. An absorbance spectrum was measured to provide the
reference extinction coefficient for cyano-d-hemin in GdmCl (Ʃ = 64 M-1cm-1 at 415 nm).
Absorbance spectra of d-Hbs were then collected in both 0.1 M phosphate buffer and 6 M
GdmCl/CN-. The spectra in GdmCl/CN-, which produces free cyano-d-hemin, were compared
to the reference spectrum to assign extinction coefficients for each d-Hb. The procedure was
also used with proto-Hbs to ensure that the expected values were obtained (the extinction
coefficient for proto-cyanohemin was measured to be 81 M-1cm-1 at 425 nm).

2.2 Redox potential measurements
Spectroelectrochemical titrations were used to measure midpoint reduction
potentials as previously described [35, 38]. In brief, ~ 20 µM of ferric Hb (or d-Hb) was titrated
with a stock solution of ~ 40 mM sodium dithionite (Sigma Cat#157953) in an anaerobic
chamber (Coy Laboratories, 95% argon and 5% hydrogen). A platinum-based glass electrode
(SG500CD-ORP from Sensorex) was used to measure the working potential of the reactions.
The data were adjusted to reflect a Standard Hydrogen Electrode and fitted to the following
equation to obtain the mid-point potential. All the reactions were set up in 0.1M phosphate
buffer, pH 7 at room temperature.
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Freduced =

e

 nF (Eobs −Emid ) 
−



RT

1+ e

 nF (Eobs −Emid ) 
−



RT

Equation 2.

2.3 NMR measurements of ESE
ESE measurements by NMR were conducted as described by Preimesberger et al [28],
with a few exceptions discussed below. All samples were prepared in the anaerobic glove box
described above. Deoxygenated ferric proteins were concentrated to the desired levels using
a centrifugal concentrator, and then reduced to ~ 50% by titration with sodium dithionite
while actively monitoring the visible region absorbance spectrum using an Ocean Optics USB
2000 spectrophotometer housed in the glove box. Samples were then transferred into
Shigemi NMR tubes and sealed with parafilm. Samples were prepared in either 0.1 M
potassium phosphate, pH 7, or sodium borate, pH 9, containing 1mM EDTA, and glucose
oxidase (0.05mg/ml), D-glucose (0.36mg/ml) and catalase (0.13mg/ml) to actively combat
oxygen contamination and oxidation outside the anaerobic chamber.
The 15N ZZ exchange experiment [39] was executed using the following order of mixing
time delays at pH 9 (in ms): 497, 294, 136, 1288, 633, 1582, 1084, 384, 836, 68, 10, 25, 88,
497. For pH 7 the times were: 497, 10, 250, 40, 750, 120, 1100, 90, 1500, 497. HSQC spectra
were obtained intermittently to check sample integrity and stability throughout the course
of the experiment. Likewise, the two flanking 497 ms time points were used to check for
sample variation within the course of the experiment [28]. The FIDs were processed using
NMRPipe for each time point [40]. The volumes of the well-resolved peaks for Gly113 were
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used for analysis of auto and cross-peak time courses at pH 7, and those for Ile31 were used
at pH 9 [41]. These peak volumes were measured using NMRViewJ (Nmr View Java, One
Moon Scientific).
The peak volumes of quartets of auto peaks and cross peaks were analyzed using the
following variables and equations (adapted from [28, 39]):
Variables: a11 = kR,2 + kESE,obs; a22 = kR,3 + kESE,obs; λ1,2 = 0.5{(a11+a22)± [(a11+a22)2+4kESE,obs2]1/2}
Equations:

I 2 x,t

 a21e(− λ1t) − a21e(− λ2t ) 
= I 2,0 

λ1 − λ2

 (3)

I 3x,t

 a12 e(− λ1t ) − a12 e(− λ2t ) 
= I 3,0 

λ1 − λ2

 (4)

These four equations relate the auto and cross peak intensities to five parameters: kR,2 and

 −(λ − a )e(− λ1t) + (λ1 − a11 )e(− λ2t ) 
I 2 a,t = I 2,0  2 11

λ1 − λ2

 (5)

 −(λ − a )e(− λ1t) + (λ1 − a22 )e(− λ2t ) 
I 3a,t = I 3,0  2 22

λ1 − λ2

 (6)

kR,3 are the longitudinal NMR relaxation rate constants for the ferrous and ferric oxidation
states, respectively; kESE,obs is the observed rate constant for ESE at the particular Hb
concentration for the experiment in question; I2,0 and I3,0 are the initial intensities of the
ferrous and ferric auto peaks, respectively. Each set of data consists of four curves relating
intensity and mixing time, and are described by Equations 3-6. I2x,t and I2a,t are the intensities
for the respective ferrous cross and auto peaks, and I3x,t and I3a,t are those for the ferric Hb.
These equations were fit in Igor Pro to global parameters for kR,2, kR,3, and kESE,obs. I2,0 and I3,0
were constrained within the respective pairs of ferrous and ferric peaks. The kESE values
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reported in the Results section are calculated by dividing kESE,obs by the total protein
concentration. kR,2 and kR,3 for each set of data in Figure 1 were 2.0 and 1.0 s-1 for Figure 1B,
1.8 and 0.7 for Figure 1C, and 1.3 and 1.7 for Figure 1D.
2.4 Kinetic measurements of electron transfer using d-hemin derivatives
All samples were prepared in the anaerobic chamber to avoid oxygen contamination.
All buffers used in the chamber were boiled and purged with nitrogen. Ferric proteins were
purged with argon before being brought into the chamber, and ferrous Hbs were generated
in the chamber by reducing ferric samples with excess dithionite, followed by passage over
a G25 column (to remove dithionite after reduction has occurred). Dry chemicals were
weighed and reconstituted in anaerobic buffers inside the anaerobic chamber. All of the
reactions were carried out at room temperature in 0.1M phosphate buffer, pH 7.
Reactions were initiated by mixing equal concentrations of proto-Hb and d-Hb of
different oxidation states. A 1 cm sealed split-cell anaerobic cuvette (Divided Rectangular,
Starna Cells, model 58-Q-10 with custom made anaerobic screw top) was used to obtain
absorbance spectra prior to mixing, then inverted to initiate the reaction. This method was
used for the spectra shown in Figures 2A,C, and 3A,C, and all of the reactions with Mb (Figure
4), where time courses were slow. These scans were recorded with an Agilent Cary-60 UVVis Spectrophotometer. Time courses for the faster reactions with SynHb and nsHb1
(Figures 2B,D, and 3B,D) were monitored with a stopped-flow reactor (Bio-Logic SFM-400)
installed inside the anaerobic chamber.
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In all cases, spectra of the unmixed Hbs and a final spectrum at equilibrium were
collected, along with kinetic curves at appropriate wavelengths (listed in each figure legend).
Spectra were fit in Igor Pro to the component spectra (Figures S1, S2, and S3 for each protein)
to measure starting and equilibrium concentrations to ensure equal starting concentrations,
to measure equilibrium constants, and to normalize the ordinate axes of Figures 2B,D and
3B,D. Kinetic traces for reactions between Hbs and d-Hbs were fit to Equation 9 (described
in the Results section). The ordinate axis of each trace was converted to “µM product
formed” by dividing the change in absorbance by the change in extinction coefficient for the
reaction (calculated from the components of the reaction) and the path of the cuvette. A 1
cm path was used for all reactions except the higher concentrations of SynHb and nsHb1
(Figures 2B,D and 3B,D), for which a 0.15 cm cuvette was installed in the stopped flow
reactor. Equation 9 was derived for starting conditions with [d-Hb2+] = [Hb3+]. If initial
spectra indicated that our samples deviated by more than 10% from this condition, or if
excess ferric Hb was detected in the final spectrum, the reactions were not used for kinetic
analysis. The average values for ESE rate constants results from at least four independent
measurements. The fitted values included in each figure are those for the specific set of
data used in that figure, and the average values for each rate constant with their associated
errors are listed in Table 1.
2.5 Electron-transfer cross-reactions with Mb
Cross-reactions between Mb and other Hbs were set up as described above for
reactions between proto- and d-Hbs using 0.1m phosphate buffer, pH7 and room
temperature.

Reactions with Mb were all much slower, and could be initiated and
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monitored in the split-cell cuvette without loss of signal. The low reduction potentials of
SynHb (-200 mv) and nsHb1 (-125 mv) compared to Mb (46 mv) means that only the
reduction of ferric Mb by ferrous SynHb or nsHb1 could be measured, resulting from driving
force Keq values of 29,700 for Mb3+-SynHb2+ and 1,600 for Mb3+-nsHb12+ (calculated from
Equation 10). The large driving force caused each reaction to proceed to completion, and
the kinetic traces thus fit to single observed rate constants in Igor Pro, which were divided
by the total protein concentrations to estimate bimolecular rate constants for electron
transfer.

3 Results
3.1 Chemical exchange NMR measurements of ESE
15N-1H

Heteronuclear NMR spectra of Hb have resonance peaks that are specific to

the ferric or ferrous oxidation states.

15N-1H

ZZ Exchange NMR Spectroscopy [39] (ZZ) can

be used to measure chemical exchange between these distinct “auto” peaks, which is
manifested in “cross” peaks associated with them. During the experiment, the redox state
of the mixture is at equilibrium, with electrons free to exchange among the ferrous (Hb2+)
and ferric (Hb3+) oxidation states.

ESE measurement is initiated by transfer of

15N

magnetization to the Z axis, effectively labeling an instantaneous population of ferric and
ferrous Hb molecules. The ZZ experiment involves waiting for various “mixing” times before
transferring the magnetization to the transverse plane for detection, during which ferric and
ferrous species are free to interconvert. As mixing time is increased, cross peak volumes
first increase due to ESE, and then decrease due to loss of NMR signal by longitudinal
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relaxation; auto peaks decrease due to both processes. Together, the variation of auto and
cross peak volumes with mixing time can usually be unambiguously fit for ESE and
longitudinal relaxation rate constants.
With the goal of measuring an ESE rate constant for SynHb at pH 7.0 and testing the
feasibility of using chemical exchange NMR to measure ESE in nsHb1, ZZ was first performed
at pH 9.0 with SynHb to reproduce the results of Preimesberger et al [28]. Figure 1A shows
a representative ZZ spectrum for a mixture of SynHb2+ and SynHb3+, including two sets of
auto and cross peaks used for analysis. Figure 1B is a plot of the variation of the auto and
cross peaks with mixing time, along with curves fitted to Equations 3-6, yielding a value for
kESE of 600 M-1s-1 for SynHb at a concentration of 1.63 mM. The concentration dependence
of the bimolecular ESE rate constant was tested directly by conducting the ZZ experiment at
a much higher (7.9 mM) SynHb concentration (Figure 1C). As expected, the time courses for
these data have notably larger observed rate constants, but yield nearly the same
bimolecular ESE rate constant (780 M-1s-1). These rate constants are consistent with the
value of 1,400 M-1s-1 reported previously at a single concentration [28]. Figure 1D presents
ZZ data at pH 7.0, which provide a slightly lower value for kESE equal to 320 M-1s-1. Ideally,
one could use the ZZ experiment to measure kESE for nsHb1 as well. A ZZ spectrum for a
mixture of nsHb12+ and nsHb13+ is shown in Figure 1E. In this case, ZZ spectra do not contain
clear and distinct peaks for each oxidation state, and are not useful for analysis due to a
number of factors (discussed below).
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3.2 Calculation of ESE using cross-reactions with d-hemin substituted Hbs
Since measurement of ESE by NMR is not tractable in all Hb systems, it was necessary
to apply other methods for examination of nsHb1 and Mb. Cross-reactions (Equation 1) can
be used to estimate ESE rate constants if Keq and the kESE values for one of the participants
are known with confidence, and if there is a good signal associated with the transfer of
electrons from one reactant to the other [23-26]. d-hemin differs from regular hemin by
lacking two vinyl groups on the pyrrole rings opposite of the propionates. The absence of
these vinyl groups does not greatly affect the chemistry of d-hemin compared to hemin
when they are incorporated into Hbs, but causes a blue-shift and decrease in absorbance
[26, 33, 34]. Thus, electron exchange cross-reactions between a Hb and its d-Hb derivative
would be ideal for calculating kESE because the Keq values are near unity, reaction time
courses can be measured by clear changes in absorbance, and the proteins exchanging
electrons are the same so that Equation 1 can be simplified to Equation 7, where kpd and Kpd
are the rate and equilibrium constants, respectively, for the cross reaction between the
“proto” and “deutero” derivatives.
2
k pd = ( k ESE
K pd )

1/2

Equation 7.

To interpret time courses for such reactions we must derive a rate equation from the
following chemical reaction:

Reaction 2
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If the reaction is initiated with equal concentrations of d-Hb2+ and Hb3+ (or vice versa),
there is a convenient integrated solution for kpd [42, 43]:

  Ri Pe + Pt (Ri − 2Pe ) 
1
Pe
k pd = 
 ln 

t  2Ri (Ri − Pe )  
Ri (Pe − Pt )


Equation 8

In Equation 8, Ri is the initial concentration of each reactant (Ri = d-Hb2+ = Hb3+ as
written in Reaction 2), Pe is the concentration of each new product formed at equilibrium
(right hand side of Reaction 2), and Pt is the concentration of products at time t. Equation 8
can be rearranged to solve for Pt with the following solution:

Pt =

Ri Pe (e

 2 Ri ( Ri −Pe )k pd t 


Pe



−1)

 2 Ri ( Ri −Pe )k pd t 


Pe



Equation 9

Ri − 2Pe + Ri e

Thus, time courses for product formation can be fit for kpd.

3.3 Cross-reactions with d-SynHbTo test this method, SynHb was used as a control. The absorbance spectra for d-SynHb
are shown in Figure S1, and have the characteristic effects expected for d-hemin
substitution. In both the ferrous (Figure S1A) and ferric (Figure S1B) oxidation states, the
spectra have similar shapes, but are decreased in intensity and blue-shifted by ~ 10 nm for
d-SynHb. The midpoint redox potential of d-SynHb is shifted by only -30 mv compared to
SynHb, similar in magnitude to that observed for other d-hemin substituted Hbs (Figure S1C)
[26].
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The electron transfer cross-reaction between SynHb and d-SynHb was measured in
the experiments presented in Figure 2. Figure 2A shows the spectral transition that occurs
when d-SynHb2+ is mixed with SynHb3+. The spectrum of the two proteins prior to mixing
can be fit to the component spectra of Figure S1 to measure the concentrations of each
species in the reaction. The combination of component spectra reflecting the unmixed and
final reaction components are referred to as the “fitted” spectra in Figure 2A, and provide
the concentrations of each reactant in Figure 2B. Figure 2B shows reaction time courses at
two different concentrations of SynHb and d-SynHb that have been fit to Equation 9 with kpd
as a global parameter, yielding a value of 2,700 M-1s-1.
To calculate kESE from kpd using Equation 7, we must have a value of Kpd for the
reaction. Kpd can be determined either from the equilibrium product concentrations evident

ln K pd =

nF(Ecell + Emix )
RT

Equation 10.

from the spectral component fit to the final equilibrium spectrum (Figure 2A, final
spectrum), or calculated from the difference in midpoint reduction potentials between
SynHb and d-SynHb using the following equation where Ecell is the difference in midpoint
reduction potentials between the reactants, and Emix driving force resulting from the entropy
of mixing. Emix is calculated as follows to be 18 mV for a two-fold dilution such as in the
present mixing experiments.

Emix =

∆S −RT ln(2)
=
= 18mV
nF
nF

Equation 11.
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Using either the observed product profiles or Em values (Equation 10), Kpd is ~ 8. The fitted
value of kpd can be used along with Kpd to calculate kESE from Equation 7. For the data in
Figure 2A, kESE is equal to 950 M-1s-1.
A rigorous test of this method is shown in Figure 2C and 2D, in which the reaction is
run in reverse compared to Figure 2A and 2B, starting with SynHb2+ and d-SynHb3+. In this
case the equilibrium constant is 1/8, the reaction proceeds with less net electron transfer,
and the observed value of kpd is lower (300 M-1s-1). However, these values combine in
Equation 7 to calculate a kESE value of 830 M-1s-1. The kESE values above (the average over
five independent experiments being 880 M-1s-1 (Table 1)) are consistent with those
measured by ZZ NMR methods for SynHb, and support the confident use of cross-reactions
between deutero- and proto- derivatives for measuring kESE in other Hbs.

3.4 Measurement of nsHb1 ESE using cross-reactions with d-nsHb1
The spectral and electrochemical analysis of d-nsHb1 compared to nsHb1 are shown
in Figure S2. As is the case for d-SynHb, spectra are shifted ~ 10 nm and decrease in intensity,
but their shapes are unperturbed. The midpoint reduction potential for d-nsHb1 is likewise
decreased by 45 mV compared to nsHb1. Spectra and time courses for cross-reactions
between nsHb1 and d-nsHb1 are presented in Figure 3.
Figure 3A shows the spectra associated with transfer of electrons from d-nsHb12+ to
nsHb13+ alongside the fitted initial and final spectra. Time courses for this reaction at two
different starting concentrations are shown in Figure 3B, which are fitted to a global kpd with
a value of 2,500 M-1s-1. The reverse reaction is shown in Figures 3C and 3D. The fitted value
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of kpd for these data is 4,000 M-1s-1. Em (Equation 10) predicts Kpd values of 12 and 0.3 for
the reactions of d-nsHb2+/nsHb3+ and d-nsHb3+/nsHb2+, respectively, whereas the empirical
product profiles following mixing report Kpd equal to 1 in both cases. The reason for this
difference is not known, and the empirical measurement was used for the calculation of kESE
from Equation 7, providing values of 2,500 M-1s-1 and 4,000 M-1s-1. The average of these kESE
values with four independent measurements is 2,900 M-1s-1 (Table 1).

3.5 Measurement of ESE for MbLiterature values for Mb ESE range from 0.04 to 3,100 M-1s-1 [25, 26, 30]. If kESE were
≤ 1 M-1s-1, the ESE time course at 4 µM Mb and d-Mb would have a half-time of ≥ 3,000
minutes. If kESE were 3,100 M-1s-1, the half-time of the same reaction would be about a
minute. Thus, a measurement of electron exchange between Mb and d-Mb would provide
a good test of previous estimates. Figure S3 and Figure 4 present data associated with Mb
ESE measured by electron exchange between Mb and d-Mb. d-Mb was produced by addition
of d-hemin to apoMb, resulting in the spectra and electrochemical analysis for d-Mb shown
in Figure S3. Figure 4 shows the spectra resulting from a mixture of Mb2+ and d-Mb3+. The
initial spectrum of Figure 4A (following mixing) does not change up to time points ≥ 1,200
seconds. After this, slow oxidation of both Mb2+ and d-Mb2+ begins, precluding quantitative
analysis of time courses. Nonetheless, these results set a conservative upper limit of ~ 100
M-1s-1 for Mb ESE.
A better estimate of kESE for Mb was obtained using cross-reactions between Mb,
SynHb, and nsHb1. The midpoint reduction potential of Mb is 246 mv higher than SynHb.
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Thus, reactions initiated with equal concentrations of SynHb2+ and Mb3+ will proceed
completely to Mb2+. The spectra associated with this reaction are shown in Figure 4B along
with the fitted curve for the initial and final products. The fitted observed rate constant for
this reaction (Figure 4D) is 0.007 s-1. Given a total heme protein concentration of 7 µM, kpd
can be estimated at 1,000 M-1s-1. Equation 1 can be used to calculate kESE with kESE,synHb =
880 M-1s-1, and Keq = 29,700 (from Equation 7). Using these values with Equation 2 provides
a kESE estimate for Mb equal to 0.05 M-1s-1.
The cross reaction between Mb and nsHb1 may also be used to estimate kESE for Mb.
Again, the difference in midpoint reduction potentials for nsHb1 and Mb ensures that nsHb2+
will transfer electrons to Mb3+ (with Keq = 1,600). Spectra for this reaction are shown in
Figure 4C, along with a time course in Figure 4D. The fitted kobs for the reaction is 0.0034 s1.

Using the calculation described above (with kESE,nsHb1 = 2,900 M-1s-1) and Equation 1, kESE,Mb

is estimated from the cross-reaction with nsHb1 to be 0.05 M-1s-1. Thus, two different
electron donors with distinct kESE and Keq values provide a common value for kESE,Mb, which is
consistent with the slow Mb/d-Mb exchange observed in Figure 4A.

4 Discussion
The goal of these experiments was to measure ESE rate constants for nsHb1 and Mb
in order to know if they play a limiting role in the 100-fold slower rate constant for HA
reduction by Mb compared to SynHb and nsHb1 [8]. Although the ideal NMR technique for
this measurement works well for SynHb, we were challenged by the failure of its application
to nsHb1 and Mb. Instead, we used electron transfer cross-reactions between natural and d-
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hemin substituted versions of each Hb to enable spectral monitoring of electron transfer
within mixtures of each. The ESE rate constant measured for SynHb using this method (880
M-1s-1) was similar to that measured by NMR, and the method provided a value of 2,900 M1s-1

for nsHb1.

The Mb/d-Mb reaction was extremely slow, precluding accurate

measurement. Therefore, cross-reactions between nsHb12+ and Mb3+, and SynHb2+ and
Mb3+, where used to independently measure ESE rate constants for Mb: both report a value
of 0.05 M-1s-1.

4.1 Strengths and weaknesses of different methods for measuring ESENMR ZZ exchange is ideal for direct measurements of ESE but limited in application to
Hbs by several technical hurdles. 15N labeling is a requirement for the ZZ experiment. Labeling
is not required for the related 1H-1H EXSY experiment but it is very difficult to deconvolute
the contribution of ESE from other contributions to exchange in the case of EXSY. For this
reason, and due to the higher (> 100 µM) concentrations of protein needed for NMR,
recombinant expression systems capable of heteronulcear labeling are required for sample
preparation.

ZZ spectra must also have well-resolved auto and cross peaks. Spectral

resolution can be reduced by line broadening due to high molecular mass or paramagnetism.
High spin ferrous Hbs (such as Mb) contain four unpaired electrons, and ferric Hbs are
paramagnetic in both spin states. nsHb1 has a larger contribution of high spin ferrous heme
than SynHb, and ferric nsHb1 dimerizes with a KD of 83 µM [44] resulting in higher average
mass; these are the most likely causes of poor NMR spectral quality for this protein (Figure
1E).
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ZZ exchange (with a minimum delay time of 10 ms) is capable of measuring observed
rate constants of ~ 100 s-1. With a minimum sample concentration of 100 µM, one can
estimate a generous upper limit for kESE measurement of 1x106 M-1s-1 for Hbs and other
bimolecular reactions. On the slow end however, NMR relaxation rates on the order of 1 s-1
preclude measurement of observed ESE rate constants much slower than this, and if the
maximum sample concentration is 10 mM, the lower limit to measurement would be 100 M1s-1.

Thus, for proteins such as Mb, ZZ exchange cannot be used for measurement of ESE.
With the exception of NMR, all techniques for measuring ESE are indirect methods.

Cross-reactions (Equation 1) involve measuring the transfer of electrons from one reactant
to another, and require knowledge of kESE for one reactant and Keq for the reaction.
Perturbations from true ESE (between identical partners) can result from interactions
between dissimilar pairs of reactants [27], or from large Keq standard errors that can dwarf
smaller kESE values. The use of Hb/d-Hb pairs for cross-reactions minimizes these problems
by having the same protein fold in both reactants, and Keq values near unity. Such Keq values
also allow reactions to be monitored in both directions giving independent observations of
the ESE rate constant, a condition that is not often accessible in cross-reactions that are
strongly favored thermodynamically [27]. Finally, because Keq is near unity, it can be
measured accurately from the product profiles at equilibrium in addition to its calculation
from redox potentials (Equation 10).
The drawback to the low driving force for Hb/d-Hb cross-reactions is that proteins
with very small ESE rate constants, like Mb, cannot be measured accurately due to the slow
rate of the reaction. In this case, cross-reactions such as those using nsHb12+ and SynHb2+,
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where Keq is large, will speed up the reaction (although it cannot be run in the reverse
direction). Nonetheless, cross-reactions between Mb3+ and SynHb2+ (kESE = 880 M-1s-1, Keq =
29,700), and nsHb12+ (kESE = 2,900 M-1s-1, Keq = 1,600) result in identical values of 0.05 M-1s-1
for kESE,Mb in spite of the different kESE and Keq values involved. In the future, knowledge of
these kESE values will allow the confident use of cross-reactions with Mb, SynHb, and nsHb1
for the calculation of ESE for other Hbs.
The value of 0.05 M-1s-1 is on the low end of those previously reported for Mb using
cross-reactions with small inorganic molecules [25]. It is much smaller than the value of 3,100
M-1s-1 reported for TMP-bound Mb [30]. Electron transfer is known to be faster in low spin
heme systems, as the reorganization energy is lower for hexacoordinate compared to the
pentacoordinate heme, which often coordinates a water molecule in the ferric (but not the
ferrous) oxidation state [26]. TMP binds Mb in both oxidation states, presumably in a lowspin manner. Thus, the more rapid ESE observed for TMP-Mb probably reflects the low-spin
system with lower reorganization energy.

4.2 The role of ESE in HbsESE is an integral component of electron transfer mechanisms that gives insight into
the reorganizational energy and thus the energy of activation and kinetics of a system [27].
Variations in ESE among similar Hbs reflect the variation in their geometric, electrostatic and
reorganizational characteristics and can likely distinguish between their functions. Electron
transfer is important in nearly every aspect of Hb function; even red blood cell Hb with the
primary function of inert oxygen transfer must be reduced upon assembly, and be maintained
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in the ferrous state through reactions with methemoglobin reductase. Many single domain
hexacoordinate Hbs have been associated with electron transfer rather than ligand transport
[45]. Neuroglobin has links to cytochrome mediated apoptosis [46], NOD reactions [47-50],
and nitrite reduction [22]. Cytoglobin uses lipid peroxidation [51] and auto-oxidation [45] as
components of its function. C. elegans contains globin genes that appear to carry out a
diverse set of functions [52] many of which involve electron transfer or even nitrite reduction
[45, 53]. SynHb uses ESE directly to achieve a novel post-translational modification [28]
within a protein that appears to be involved in anaerobic inorganic nitrogen metabolism [17].
Electron transfer is a key component of in vitro HA reduction by SynHb and nsHb1.
HA is an unreleased intermediate in the conversion of nitrite to ammonium by nitrite
reductase in plants and bacteria [54-56], and is produced by ammonia monoxygenase in
nitrifying bacteria [57]. But it is difficult to detect in vivo and in vitro so its importance in
biological systems is still unclear. Hydroxylamine is undoubtedly a toxic substance that could
not be tolerated in high concentrations in vivo [58]. Our focus on HA reduction in this study
is directed at its participation in a two-electron reaction that requires electron transfer
between Hb molecules, with the thought that such behavior might reflect the innate abilities
of Hbs to exchange electrons in support of catalysis.
Reaction Scheme 1 proposes the mechanism for reduction of HA by a ferrous Hb2+.
The mechanism involves electron exchange between Hb2+ and a HA-bound Hb2+ complex
{Hb2+-HA}. It has been hypothesized that the electron transfer cross-reaction between Hb2+
and {Hb2+-HA} might dictate the observed rates of HA reduction by Hb2+, and that it might be
reflected in the ESE rate constant for the Hb. If so, kESE for SynHb and nsHb1 are expected to
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be much larger than that of Mb, and the rate constant for HA reduction (kHA) should be
approximated by the cross-reaction rate constant calculated from Equation 1. This argument
is supported by the kESE values reported here for each Hb, and previously for SynHb [28].
Calculation of kcross,HA requires knowledge of Keq for the reaction and kESE for {Hb2+-HA},
neither of which can be easily measured. Thus, some approximations for these values are
necessary in order to test the correlation between observed values of kHA and calculations of
kcross,HA using Equation 1.
It is known that Keq for HA reduction to ammonium by each Hb2+ is large, as the
reaction goes to completion even at stoichiometric (2:1) concentrations of Hb2+ and HA [8].
Keq must be larger than 100, representing 99% oxidation of Hb2+, because this would be easily
detectable experimentally as 1% remaining ferrous Hb. Therefore, because there is no
justification for much larger values, we will use the value of 500 to represent Keq for Equation
1. Values of kESE for each Hb2+ are now known (Table 1). If we assume that kESE for the {Hb2+HA} complex is the same as for each respective Hb2+, then values of kcross,HA for each are
calculated to be 20,000 M-1s-1 (SynHb), 65,000 M-1s-1 (nsHb1), and 1 M-1s-1 (Mb). The values
for SynHb and nsHb1 are similar to their respective observed values of kHA (Table 1), but the
value for Mb is much smaller than its observed kHA. However, if we assume that HA binding
to Mb converts the heme iron to the low spin state in {Mb2+-HA}, then we could estimate
kESE2,Mb to be 3,100 M-1s-1 (the value measure by NMR for TMP-Mb). In this case a value of
280 M-1s-1 is calculated for kcross,HA from Equation 1, which is very close to the observed value
of kHA. These results suggest that ESE plays a role in HA reduction by ferrous Hbs and that HA
binding at the heme iron might be general to most Hbs. The difference between those that
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reduce HA rapidly and those that don’t might lie in the ESE rate constants for each and their
respective HA-bound intermediates.

5 Abbreviations
d-Hb

deutero-hemoglobin

d-hemin

deutero-hemin

d-Mb

deutero-myoglobin

d-nsHb1

deutero-rice nonsymbiotic hemoglobin (class 1)

d-SynHb

deutero-synechocystis hemoglobin

GdmCl

guanidine hydrochloride

HA

hydroxylamine

Hb

hemoglobin

Mb

Myoglobin

NOD

Nitric oxide dioxygenase

nsHb1

rice nonsymbiotic hemoglobin (class 1)

SynHb

synechocystis hemoglobin

TMP

trimethylphosphine
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8 Tables

Table 1. A comparison of ESE and HA reduction rate constants for SynHb, nsHb1, and Mb.
Hb

kESE (NMR)

kESE (cross)

kcross,HA

kHA

M-1s-1

M-1s-1

M-1s-1

M-1s-1

(calculated)

SynHb

690 (±70) pH 9

880 (±70)

20,000

28,000

nsHb1

2,900 (±700)

65,000

25,000

Mb

0.05 (±0.01)

320 (±20) pH 7

280*

250

kESE are the values measured by NMR or cross reaction. kcross,HA (the cross reaction that would
support HA reduction) is calculated using Equation 1 and a value of 500 for Keq. The values of
kcross,HA for SynHb and nsHb1 are calculated with kESE = kESE1 = kESE2. *The calculation for Mb
used 3,100 M-1S-1 (the ESE rate constant for TMP-Mb [30]) as an estimate for kESE2. kHA values
are taken from [8].
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9 Figure Legends

Figure 1. Chemical exchange NMR spectra of SynHb and nsHb1. A) A representative
ZZ spectrum for SynHb showing two sets of resonances (connected by rectangles) associated
with exchange between the ferric and ferrous oxidations states. B) A representative ZZ
spectrum for nsHb1 demonstrates the poor quality of these data, which precludes ESE
measurement using NMR.
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Figure 2. ESE kinetics for SynHb measured by chemical exchange NMR. A) Intensities
of ferric and ferrous auto and cross peaks plotted versus ZZ mixing time for 1.63 mM SynHb
at pH 9.0 along with fitted curves for Eqs. (4) – (7). B) ZZ data for 7.9 mM SynHb at pH 9.0,
and C) 3.3 mM SynHb at pH 7.0. The peaks associated with Ile31 and Gly113 were used for
the pH 9.0 and pH 7.0 analyses, respectively.
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Figure 3. Electron transfer cross-reactions between SynHb and d-SynHb. A) Spectra
for a mixture of d-SynHbII and SynHbIII are shown before mixing and after mixing at
equilibrium, along with the respective spectral component fits. The lighter curves are
intermediate spectra observed on this mixing time scale. B) Time courses at 411 nm for the
reaction shown in A) at two concentrations are monitored in a stopped flow reactor. A global
fit of both time courses to Eq. (11) produced kpd, the rate constant for the cross-reaction
described by Eq. (8). The kESE value is calculated from kpd using Eqs. (8) and (12) (for Kpd).
The reaction of SynHbII and d-SynHbIII is shown in C) and D).
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Figure 4. Electron transfer cross-reactions between nsHb1 and d-nsHb1. A) Spectra
for a mixture of nsHbIII and d-nsHb1II are shown before mixing and after mixing at
equilibrium, along with the respective spectral component fits. The lighter curves are
intermediate spectra observed on this mixing time scale (there are fewer than Fig. 3 because
more are lost in the mixing time of this faster reaction). B) Time courses for reactions
monitored at 409 nm in a stopped flow reactor. Calculations of the fitted rate constants are
described in Fig. 3 legend. The reaction of nsHbIII and d-nsHb1II is shown in C) and D).
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Figure 5. Measurement of electron exchange in Mb. A) Spectra for a mixture of MbII
and d-MbIII are shown before mixing and at 1200 s after mixing along with spectral
component fits showing that there is no reaction over this time period. The “final” spectrum
is a simulation of the end point to provide some perspective on the reaction. B) The crossreaction between SynHbII and MbIII and C) nsHb1II and MbIII along with spectral component
fits to the initial and final states, indicating that the reactions proceed with complete
reduction of Mb. D) Time courses for the reactions in B) and C) provide bimolecular ESE rate
constants for Mb reduction of 0.05 M−1 s−1.
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Figure S1. Spectral and electrochemical characterization of d-SynHb. Absorbance spectra
of ferrous A) and ferric B) d-SynHb are compared to SynHb. C) Potentiometric titrations
were used to measure redox potentials for each. The inset is a Nernst plot with fitted slopes
of 59 mv for SynHb, and 69 mv for d-SynHb. The midpoint reduction potentials are -200
±1.3 mV for SynHb, and -230 ±3.3 mV for d-SynHb.
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Figure S2. Spectral and electrochemical characterization of d-nsHb1. Absorbance spectra
of ferrous A) and ferric B) d-nsHb1 are compared to nsHb1. C) Potentiometric titrations
were used to measure redox potentials for each. The inset is a Nernst plot with fitted slopes
of 69 mv for each protein. The midpoint reduction potentials are -125 ±2.0 mV for nsHb1,
and -170 ±2.5 mV for d-nsHb1.
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Figure S3. Spectral and electrochemical characterization of d-Mb. Absorbance
spectra of ferrous A) and ferric B) d-Mb are compared to Mb. C) Potentiometric titrations
were used to measure redox potentials for each. The inset is a Nernst plot with fitted slopes
of 49 mv for Mb, and 59 mv for d-Mb. The midpoint reduction potentials are 46 ±2.5 mV for
Mb, and 16 ±4.4 mV for d-Mb.
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CHAPTER 3
THE ROLE OF REVERSIBLE HISTIDINE COORDINATION IN HYDROXYLAMINE REDUCTION BY
PLANT HEMOGLOBINS (PHYTOGLOBINS)
A manuscript to be submitted to Biochemistry
Navjot Singh Athwal, Jagannathan Alagurajan, Amy H. Andreotti, and Mark S. Hargrove

INTRODUCTION
Hexacoordinate hemoglobins (hxHbs) are found in all plants and animals, and some
bacteria. They are defined by a globin fold that surrounds the binding sites for heme b with
two sources of coordination. Many hxHbs are coordinated by two histidine side chains.
One remains coordinated to the heme iron akin to the “proximal” histidine of blood cell
hemoglobin, and the other binds reversibly allowing for the competitive binding of other
molecules such as oxygen, carbon monoxide (CO), nitric oxide (NO), nitrite, hydroxylamine
(HA), oxide, cyanide, water, or hydroxide to name a few. Proposed functions for
hexacoordinate hemoglobins in plants and animals have included NO production,[1,3] NO
scavenging,[4-6] oxygen transport,[7] and signaling.[8-10] Recent interest has focused on
hypoxic nitrite and HA reduction by hxHbs including the plant nonsymbiotic hemoglobins
(phytoglobins) and neuroglobin in animals. It is thought that the NO produced from nitrite
reduction might have a role in signaling in animals,[11] and that nitrite and HA reduction
might be related to hypoxic metabolism in plants.[3] Regardless of function, the rates of
nitrite and HA reduction by phytoglobins are generally much faster than neuroglobin,
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cytoglobin, and the pentacoordinate oxygen transport hemoglobins found in animals.[3,1214]
The reduction of HA by phytoglobins is interesting because it requires the delivery of
two electrons to HA to make the stable end-product ammonium, yet each ferrous heme
only delivers one electron.[12]
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We have hypothesized that one Hb2+ molecule binds HA and then accepts an electron from
another Hb2+ molecule to form ammonium and two molecules of Hb3+. Electron transfer
between hxHbs is rapid enough to support the previously observed rates of HA
reduction,[15] but do not explain why phytoglobins carry out the reaction so much faster
than other hxHbs such as neuroglobin and cytoglobin.
An important distinction between phytoglobins and other hxHbs is the fraction of
hexacoordinate and pentacoordinate states found at rapid equilibrium in their populations
(Figure 1).[16,17] The class 1 phytoglobins exist in solution with ~ 50 % of the molecules
coordinated by the distal histidine, and 50% pentacoordinate. Figure 1 shows the case for
the class 1 phytoglobin from rice (RHb). In RHb, the equilibrium constant for distal histidine
coordination is 1.9, which indicates a 65/45 ratio of hexacoordinate (HbHx) to
pentacoordinate (Hbp) species. These molecules interconvert with rates constants of 40 s-1
and 75 s-1 for histidine dissociation and rebinding, respectively. It is this mixture of states
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that reacts with ligands, and CO and oxygen binding show distinct phases for reactions with
the hexacoordinate and pentacoordinate species.[18]
It is not yet known whether physical properties such as histidine coordination are
responsible for the stark differences in HA reduction rates between plant and animal
hemoglobins. In the present experiments we have used kinetic methods to study HA
reduction by RHb, RHb mutant proteins, and natural phytoglobin variants that have
different rate and equilibrium constants for hexacoordination. Our results demonstrate
that KH values near unity (such as those of class 1 phytoglobins) are required for efficient HA
reduction, with the Hbp species able to rapidly bind HA, and HbHx quickly donating the
second electron. In proteins with KH >> 1 (such as neuroglobin), HA binding is blocked, and
when KH << 1 (such as in oxygen transport hemoglobins), HA saturation inhibits the electron
transfer reaction needed to finish the reaction. Thus, the details of reversible histidine
coordination are critical in the mechanism for HA reduction by hxHbs.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Preparation of proteins. All proteins, including mutants, were expressed in E. Coli
BL21 (DE3) cells (Agilent Cat#200131) and purified as reported earlier.[12, 19, 20] Briefly,
the host cells were transformed with pET28 plasmid containing cDNA coding for respective
protein. The transformed E.coli cells were grown overnight at 37°C with shaking at 200rpm
in 2L flasks containing 1L of terrific broth media. The harvested cells were concentrated,
lysed by sonication and protein was pulled out of lysate using their His-tag.
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Hydroxylamine reduction kinetics. All reactions were set up inside anaerobic
chamber maintained at 8% hydrogen in Argon (Coy laboratories). Anaerobic 100mM K2HPO4
buffer at pH 7.0 was prepared by boiling and subsequently flushing with nitrogen for 30
min. Deoxy-ferrous Hbs were prepared using sodium dithionite followed by desalting over
sephadex G-25 column to get rid of excess dithionite.

Rapid mixing kinetics measurements. The reactions were setup as described
earlier,[12] in brief Bio-Logic stopped flow SFM-400 reactor coupled with MOS-200 scanning
spectrometer was used to collect kinetic traces at give wavelengths. Biokine software was
used for collection and processing of kinetic data thus obtained. Hydroxylamine (HA) was
prepared by dissolving pre-weighed amount of hydroxylamine-HCL salt in 100mM K2HPO4,
pH 7.0 anaerobic buffer. Equal volume of deoxy-ferrous Hb and HA were mixed by the
reactor and reaction time course measured at 555nm.

Rice E7L hydroxylamine binding. Deoxy-ferrous Rice E7L upon mixing with HA gave a
split visible spectra characteristic of heme coordination by a distal ligand. This spectra was
transient and its magnitude varied with HA concentration mixed. The initial spectra upon
mixing using SFM-400 reactor were saved and their amplitude at 553nm was used to
calculate fraction of Hb bound to HA and that was plotted against HA concentration. The
dissociation equilibrium constant was obtained by fitting the following equation:
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RESULTS
Kinetic analysis of the reaction mechanism. The hypothesized mechanism for HA
reduction by hxHbs is shown in Figure 1, along with rate and equilibrium constants for
hexacoordination that are specific to RHb. In this mechanism, HA reacts with the
equilibrium mixture of RHbHx and HbP to form the RHb:HA complex, which then reacts with
another ferrous RHbHx for electron transfer and product formation. Earlier work has
demonstrated electron exchange between RHb molecules that is fast enough so as to not
serve as a kinetic limit,[15] but this possibility was not tested directly. The experiments
leading to the results in Figure 2 were designed to test the kinetic limit to the reaction.
Figure 2A shows rate constants for HA reduction as a function of [RHb2+] at fixed (50
µM) HA concentration. These observed rate constants show no dependence on RHb
concentration. Also shown in Figure 2A are the calculated rate constants for bimolecular
electron transfer at these RHb2+ concentrations. Clearly some protein concentration
dependence for the HA reduction rate constant is expected if the electron transfer reaction
were rate limiting. The fact that this is not observed supports our previous conclusion that
electron transfer is not a limit to the reaction.
In Figure 2B, RHb concentration is fixed, and [HA] is increased in an effort to
determine if some other kinetic limit is reached, or if the concentration dependence of the
rate constant is linear to the limit of our rapid mixing device (~ 300 s-1). The observed rate
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constants reach a limit of 83 s-1 with a saturation midpoint at 1.6 mM HA. Because we have
never observed spectral intermediates in this reaction with RHb, we propose that the
binding of HA must be the rate limiting step, and that once bound, the reaction proceeds to
completion very rapidly.
This conclusion is supported by analysis of the reaction time courses at each HA
concentration (Figure 2C,D). The complete expected change in absorbance for RHb
oxidation is observed at lower [HA], but as the concentration is increased, an increasing
fraction of the time course is lost in the reaction dead time (3 ms). The same phenomenon
is observed for CO binding to RHb, and the fraction lost is a direct measure of KH.[18,20] The
lost amplitude at high [HA] is ~ 50% so we propose that HA binding to RHbP is followed by
rapid electron transfer and product formation, such that half of the reaction is complete
within the dead time of the apparatus.
The results from Figures 1 and 2 suggest that HA binding to RHb is the rate limiting
step of the reaction, and that RHbP binds first and then rapidly consumes a molecule of
RHbHx for the electron transfer step. This series of reactions is as follows.
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The first two reactions are the series associated with ligand binding to any hxHb
[18]. As shown in Figure 2D, we know that HA binds HbP rapidly. Subsequent binding of HA
to HbHx (associated with the rate constants observed in Figure 2B) will thus obey the
following equation where kH and k-H are the rate constants for binding and dissociation of
the distal histidine, and kHA is the association rate constant for HA once the coordinating
histidine is out of the way[18]:

'
k− H kHA
[HA]
kobs,HA =
'
kH + k−H + kHA
[HA]

Equation 2.

Reactions 4 and 5 consider that the electron transfer and product formation steps
could proceed either via RHbP:HA reacting with HbHx (reactions 2, 3, and 4; “model 1”) or
with another molecule of RHbp:HA (reactions 2, 3, and 5; “model 2”). Fortunately the
concentration dependence of the reaction we have measured can be used to distinguish
between these possibilities. Figure 1 and Equation 2 predict a rate limit for HA binding to
RHbHx of 40 s-1 (equal to k-H). However, we are monitoring the reaction as the production of
Hb3+. If reaction 4 is very fast, then two molecules of Hb3+ are produced for every HA
binding event, and the rate limit should be 2*k-H (80 s-1), which is observed.
Figure 2B shows fitted curves for the [HA] dependence of the observed rate
constants resulting from numerical simulation of the reactions above in an effort to
distinguish between models 1 (solid lines) and 2 (dashed lines). It is evident that the former
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series of reactions culminating in electron transfer between RHbHx and RHbp:HA fit our data
well, and predict a rate limit of 2*k-H. Model 2 predicts a rate limit of k-H because
completion requires saturation of RHb with HA, which must wait for k-H, whereas in the
former set of reactions RHbHx can be consumed even without histidine dissociation.
The results from Figure 2 predict that the kinetic limit of hxHb reacting with HA
should equal 2*k-H. Figure 3 tests the generality of this conclusion by examining rate
constants for HA reduction by a series of hxHbs as a function of [HA]. It has previously been
reported that the RHb mutant protein F40G (RHb:F40G) has a slower value for k-H (8 s-1)[20].
Additionally, class 1 phytoglobins from soybean and tomato have k-H values larger than RHb,
equal to 80 and 185 s-1, respectively [16]. As shown in Figure 3, the asymptotes reached for
HA reduction for each of these proteins are equal to twice their respective k-H values.

The role of the distal histidine in HA reduction. The results above support the
hypothesis that HA reduction is limited by binding to the Hb and not by electron transfer
and ammonia formation. The distal histidine has at least two important roles in this
reaction. 1) It lowers the affinity for HA by competing for the binding site, and 2) it
contributes to the electron transfer reaction through formation of HbHx. The next set of
experiments tests the effect of removal of the distal histidine on HA reduction by
examination of the RHb:H73L mutant protein, in which the distal histidine has been
replaced by Leucine.
Figure 4A shows the high-spin spectrum of ferrous RHb:H73L prior to mixing with HA
along with spectra following mixing at increasing HA concentrations. The formation of a
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low-spin reaction intermediate (presumably RHb:H73L-HA) is readily evident upon mixing
with HA, which then slowly decays to the spectrum of ferric RHb:H73L. The fractional
saturation associated with formation of the intermediate is measurable from the magnitude
of the low-spin spectrum, and this is plotted in Figure 4B to fit for a dissociation equilibrium
constant (KD-HA) of 470 µM.
The results from Figure 4B demonstrate that the distal histidine is directly competing
with HA for access to the heme iron. If hexacoordination were the only factor determining
the difference in KHA between RHb and RHb:H73L, the relationship between the two would
be:

K3

,-,567

= K3

,-,89:;

1 + K,
Equation 3.

In Equation 3, KD,HA,pent is the dissociation equilibrium constant for HA binding to the
Hb without any competing hexacoordination (RHb:H73L), KD,HA,obs is that taking into account
hexacoordination, and KH is the equilibrium constant for association of the distal
histidine.[21] For RHb:H73L, KD,HA,pent is 470 µM, and for RHb KH is 1.9. Thus Equation 3
predicts a value of 1,360 µM for KD-HA for RHb, which not too dissimilar from the value of
1,600 µM that is observed. This suggests that, with respect to HA binding, the major role of
the distal histidine is simply providing competition for binding at the heme iron.
The data in Figure 4 suggest a rapid-equilibrium formation of RHb: H73L-HA followed
by Hb oxidation and product formation obeying the following reaction scheme:
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The concentration dependence of the observed rate constant would then be:

k 567 =

=>?@AB?=C

[,-]

.01 [,-]
Equation 4.

Figure 5A shows the rate constants for the decay of the intermediate species as a function
of [HA]. Fitting these data to Equation 4 provides an independent observation of KHA (also
equal to 470 µM) and the rate constant for koxidation = 0.2 s-1.
There are clearly much larger affects of distal histidine removal on aspects of the
reaction unrelated to HA binding, as the maximum kobs value for RHb:H73L is ~400 times
smaller than that for RHb. To test whether or not the concentration of RHb:H73L is a rate
limiting factor, [RHb:H73L] was varied between 10 and 75 µM with [HA] fixed at 5 mM, but
no dependence of kobs on [RHb:H73L] was observed (Figure 5A). The results from Figure 5A
suggest that the distal histidine plays a role in catalysis as well as its role in regulating HA
affinity.
The final experiment with RHb:H73L was designed to test if the role of the distal
histidine could be replaced in trans by addition of imidazole to RHb:H73L. The dissociation
equilibrium constant for imidazole binding to ferrous RHb:H73L is 11 mM,[19] so imidazole
concentrations ranging from 0 to 250 mM were added to the reaction mixtures, and HA
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reduction rate constants were measured as a function of [HA] (Figure 5A). At each [HA], the
data were fit to Equation 4. The observed value of KD-HA increased as expected because of
competition from imidazole binding, and the koxidation value also increased. Surprisingly,
the increase in koxidation was linear with [HA] even at concentrations well beyond the values
needed to saturate RHb:H73L ([HA] > 110 mM). These data indicate that the distal histidine
plays a chemical role in HA reduction that can be partially accomplished by exogenous
imidazole that is not proportional to imidazole saturation of the heme iron.

DISCUSSION
The results presented here suggest several reasons why phytoglobins catalyze HA
reduction more efficiently than other hxHbs such as neuroglobin and cytoglobin, and
pentacoordinate hemoglobins such as myoglobin and blood cell hemoglobin. The resulting
model for RHb is that HA binding is the rate-limiting step and that once bound, it is rapidly
converted to ammonium along with the oxidation of two molecules of RHb. These
conclusions are supported by the following observations: 1) Reaction time courses at high
[HA] sample the population of RHbP as a rapid reaction lost in the mixing dead time. 2) The
reaction with the fraction of RHbHx is limited by dissociation of the coordinating distal
histidine. 3) The affinity for HA is directly related to KH (as described by Equation 3). These
conclusions are important because they reveal a clear picture of the role of the distal
histidine in HA reduction, provide a better estimate for the electron transfer rate of the
reaction, and draw a structural analogy between other enzymes that helps to clarify the
potential role of phytoglobins in plant anaerobic metabolism.
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The role of the distal histidine in HA reduction. The distal histidine plays two roles
in HA reduction by RHb; it competes with HA binding, and provides a low-spin heme ligand
to facilitate electron transfer. At first thought it might seem that competition for binding
would inhibit the reaction. But if the affinity for the distal histidine is not too large (KH ~ 1),
there are available populations of both RHbP and RHbHx. If RHbHx is a superior electron
donor compared to RHbP and RHb:HA, then the net effect of competition by the distal
histidine is to ensure the presence of rapidly reacting molecules (RHbP), and electron donors
(RHbHx), while at the same time preventing saturation of RHb by HA to form the inferior
electron donor RHb:HA. The likelihood that RHbHx is the better electron donor is
supported by the fact that the rate limit to HA reduction is 2*k-H rather than k-H, which is
expected if all species contributed equally to electron transfer (Figure 2B).
The class 1 phytoglobins are the only hxHbs with KH values near unity, and are thus
the only ones that could support HA using this mechanism. KH for neuroglobin and
cytoglobin are both much larger and have populations of HbP near 0. Furthermore their k-H
values (~ 1 s-1, depending on species origin and cysteine oxidation in Ngb[14]) are also lower
than RHb, so the maximum observed values for HA reduction are expected to be lower even
at very high [HA]. Thus, these hxHbs with tighter hexacoordination and slower kinetics of
histidine dissociation will be poorer HA reductases because they lack the fastest phase of
the reaction (the large KH leaves no HbP), and the fraction of the reaction resulting from HA
reacting with HbHx is also slower due to the lower values of k-H.
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Pentacoordinate Hbs would face the opposite problem from that of tightly
coordinating hxHbs. With no competition for the binding site, HA would saturate the the
Hb (such as the case of RHb:H73L). If the HA-bound intermediate were a poor electron
donor (as argued above for RHb), then the reaction rate would be limited by electron
transfer. At lower HA concentrations the reaction rate might also be limited by slower
electron transfer from the unbound HbP species [15]. A test of these ideas was not directly
provided by the results with RHb:H73L though, because the roles of the distal histidine (or
exogenous imidazole) in affecting HA binding, electron transfer, and chemical catalysis
could not be deconvoluted. It is possible that the distal histidine is positioned to donate the
proton needed for the conversion of HA to ammonium, and to facilitate the dissociation of
ammonium once it is formed.

Intermolecular Electron transfer in RHb. Results from Figure 2B indicate that
electron transfer occurs from RHbHx to RHb:HA. The electron transfer cross-reaction can be
calculated from electron self-exchange rates for each species using Equation 5, where kET is
the calculated electron transfer rate constants, kESE are the self-exchange rate constants,
and KEQ is the equilibrium constant (“driving force”) for the reaction.[22]

DEF = GDEHE,IJKJL DEHE,IJK:JN OEP

Equation 5.
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The self-exchange rate constant for RHbHx (kESE,RHbHx) has been measured at 2,900 M-1s-1.[15]
If we assume the same value for self-exchange with RHb:HA, we may use the observed rate
of HA reduction to estimate the value of kET that would be need to support the reaction.
The results from Figure 2 demonstrate that HA reduction can be completed during
the 3 ms dead time or our mixing apparatus. Assuming that this represents ten-times the
half-life of the reaction, the reaction half-life can be set at 0.3 ms with the associated rate
constant of 2,300 s-1. If we calculate for a reaction using a total RHb concentration of 10
µM, then kET must be equal to 2.3 x108 M-1s-1, and KEQ would be on the order of 109. Our
previous estimate of 500 for KEQ was based on the minimum value needed to support the
much lower absolute rates of HA reduction observed at sub-saturating [HA], without
knowing the extreme rates that could be achieved by saturation of RHbP. The value of 109 is
a value much more in with electron transfer reactions measured in other systems.[23]

The relationship of HA reduction to physiologically important reactions. Our
interest in HA reduction stems from a hypothesis that phytoglobins might play a role in
plant anaerobic metabolism.[3,12] There is circumstantial evidence that phytoglobins and
inorganic nitrogen aid in survival of hypoxia,[24-26] and that phytoglobins are genetically
up-regulated in response to both,[16,25,27,28] yet there are no biochemical mechanisms
known to explain these phenomena.
Many bacteria use nitrate and nitrite for respiration and/or as an aid for nonfermentative NADH oxidation to support anaerobic glycolysis [29]. In fact, it has been
proposed that phytoglobins might use the “nitric oxide dioxygenase” (NOD) reaction to
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oxidize NADH [25, 26]. The benefit of coupling nitrite and/or HA reduction to NADH
oxidation rather than oxygen and nitric oxide (used in the NOD reaction), is that it would
leave any oxygen present during hypoxic stress for use in oxygen respiration and ATP
formation.
Plants lack a gene homologue for respiratory nitrite reductase such as the bacterial
enzyme Nrf. Nrf uses a combination of bis-histidyl hexacoordinate heme groups and a
pentacoordinate heme active site to deliver six electrons to nitrite to form ammonia [30].
The hexacoordinate heme sites are important for electron transfer, while the
pentacoordinate site is necessary for nitrite binding. Nrf will also reduce nitric oxide and HA
to ammonium. Another example of heme groups working together in support of inorganic
nitrogen reduction is nitric oxide reductase, a respiratory enzyme found in denitrifying
bacteria, which catalyzes the two electron reduction of nitric oxide to form nitrous oxide
[31]. The mechanism used by RHb to reduce HA to ammonium shares features with these
enzymes, but achieves the complete enzymatic structure through intermolecular
interactions between RHbP and RHbHx. Thus, while we are not sure whether or not
phytoglobins really have a physiological role in anaerobic inorganic nitrogen reduction, they
certainly catalyze these reactions and share chemical mechanisms with enzymes that
support respiratory functions in other organisms.
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FIGURES AND LEGENDS

Figure 1. Hypothesized mechanism for HA reduction by hxHbs. An association
equilibrium constant of 1.9 leads to a split population of Hb2+Hx and Hb2+P conformations.
The Hb2+P quickly binds to HA making a transition complex that eventually reacts with
another Hb2+HX resulting in the oxidation of Hb and ammonia formation.
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Figure 2. Kinetic analysis of the reaction mechanism. A) Open circles shows rate
constants for HA reduction as a function of [RHb2+] at fixed (50 µM) HA concentration. Filled
circles represent the expected kObs calculated using equation 5, with assuming KEQ value of
500 and kESE value for RHb and RHbP:HA complex being equal. B) Filled circles represent the
kObs for RHb, overlayed on it in solid line is the model 1 simulation and dotted line
corresponds to the model 2 simulation for kObs dependence on HA. C) The observed
absorbance decrease at 558nm for varied HA conc are plotted against time, with the solid
lines representing the single exponential fits to the observed trends. D) Initial part of part C
blown up to show the loss in starting absorbance units as [HA] is increased.
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Figure 3. Model validation. Hypothesis that distal histidine off rate (k-H) is the
limiting factor and under the given conditions we should see a koxidation = 2*k-H was tested
for different proteins having k-H values (as labelled) both higher and lower than that of RHb.
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Figure 4. Role of distal histidine by mutation. RHb distal histidine was mutated to
leucine (RHb:H73L) to observe the effect of distal histidine beyond competition with HA
binding. A) Electronic spectrum in visible region for RHb2+:H37L (RHb:E7L where represents
the helix and 7 is the position of distal histidine on it) changes from a plateau (dotted line)
looking feature to ‘M’shape spectrum (gray lines) upon HA addition. The new spectrum
represents the HA binding and it eventually turns into spectrum of RHb3+:H73L (black lines).
B) The RHb2+:H37L M shape spectra absorbance maxima at 553nm for varied HA amount
were used to calculate the fraction bound. This fraction bound was plotted against the HA
concentration used and fitted to equation 1 to obtain the KD-HA for RHb:H73L.
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Figure 5. Role of distal histidine by exogenous substitution. A) RHb:H73L kObs for HA
reduction are plotted against corresponding HA concentration (solid circles) and fitted to
the equation 4 (overlayed line). The open start shape polygon represents the kObs upon
varying RHb:H73L protein concentration form 10 – 75uM keeping HA concentration fixed at
5mM. B) Exogenous imidazole was added to the buffer and KObs dependencies against HA
are shown, equation 4 fits are overlayed as represented by solid lines.
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CHAPTER 4
GENERAL CONCLUSION

Reversible distal histidine-heme coordination in hemoglobins is believed to confer a
physiologically relevant function. Numerous studies of hxHbs have pointed to varied roles
like NO scavenging, pseudo-peroxidase activity, molecular signaling, and electron transfer.
The detoxification of reactive species of nitrogen (NO) and oxygen (peroxides) seem to be
characteristics of any hemoglobin. This general reactivity combined with low physiological
concentrations of hxHbs argues against such roles in detoxification.
Our Lab has proposed an alternative physiological function for phytoglobins that
have reversible endogenous hexacoordination of heme. We have proposed that instead of
NOD, peroxidase, or oxygen transport activity, these Hbs might be acting as electron sinks
by reducing nitrite to ammonia thereby replenishing NAD+ for use in glycolysis. Our results
have shown the class 1 plant nonsymbiotic Hbs are many orders faster at reducing nitrite
and hydroxylamine (both known intermediates in nitrogen assimilation). The goal for this
dissertation is to expand on this special biochemistry of nsHb1.
Chapter 2 describes a novel, robust spectroscopic method developed to figure out
the electron self-exchange rates in these Hbs. The model nsHb1 (from rice) in our study was
not amenable to traditional methods for determining electron self-exchange rates. The
spectroscopic method developed gave us the ESE rate constant for rice nsHb1 and validated
the low ESE rate for Mb, which was as unsettled question. The electron self-exchange rates,
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as expected, were many orders higher for nsHb1 compared to Mb, and that corroborates
with their higher hydroxylamine reduction rate.
In Chapter 3 we took the electron transfer knowledge and tested for its role in the
two-electron hydroxylamine reduction. The results presented show that the electron
transfer rate is not a limiting factor for hydroxylamine reduction. The role of the distal
histidine was found to be rate determining, as its dissociation was found to be necessary for
HA binding. The results also point out that nonsymbiotic class 1 phytoglobins have the
unique feature of a mixed equilibrium population of hexacoordinate and pentacoordinate
species, by virtue of their reversible endogenous histidine coordination. This mixed
population has a role in that it allows for simultaneous hydroxylamine binding and faster
electron transfer for reduction. This is missing in relatively homogenously populated
traditional hemoglobins (like myoglobin and leghemoglobin, all pentacoordinate
population) as well as in other hexacoordinate hemoglobins (like class 2 and 3 nonsymbiotic
phytoglobins, with all hexacoordinate population). Potential roles of distal histidine in
hydroxylamine stabilization and catalysis (proton donation) beside the ligand gating effect
are also discussed upon.
The research highlights the specific but multifaceted role of the distal histidine in
class 1 nonsymbiotic phytoglobins, but there are still questions that need to be answered.
Attempts to artificially mix pentacoordinate (rice nsHb1 E7Lmutant) with hexacoordinate
(rice nsHb1 F40G mutant) failed to retrieve any significant increase in hydroxylamine
reduction (data not shown). Another attempt to mix rice nsHb1 F40G with soybean
leghemoglobin also yielded no increase in hydroxylamine reduction (data not shown). Rice
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nonsymbiotic hemoglobin used as model in our studies is dimeric and upon disrupting it by
single amino acid mutation, we saw decline in hydroxylamine reduction activity (data not
shown). These results point towards need to further investigate factors like role of
dimerization and other amino acids in heme cavity that influence hydroxylamine reduction
as that might bring us closer to understanding the physiological role of these proteins.
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